
AC: We would like to thank the reviewer for their insightful comments and suggestions, which 

we believe have significantly improved the quality of this manuscript as well as our research. 

 

AC: The following document is organized in two sections. In the first section we have addressed 

reviewer #1 comments and in the second section we have addressed reviewer #2 comments. At 

the end of section 2, reviewers can find the References section. 

 

AC: We would also like to note to the reviewer that we have accepted the suggestion of the other 

reviewer to use the Guzinsky et al. (2013) method based on the EVI and NDVI to estimate the fG. 

According to Fisher et al. 2008, fG is defined by FAPAR / FIPAR where FAPAR is the fraction 

of PAR absorbed by green vegetation cover and FIPAR the fraction of PAR intercepted by total 

vegetation cover.  Due to a lack of FAPAR observations, we estimated fG using only FIPAR as 

suggested by Anser (1998) and as the results show this might have caused an overestimation of 

fG at the beginning and at the end of the growing season contributing to model-measurement 

disagreement. Although this was not a major point according to the reviewer, we have re-run the 

model using Guzinsky et al. (2013) approach to estimate fG. The new results yielded better model 

agreement, although it does not provide reliable fG values at the end of the season (mainly in 

September) and further research needs to address this issue. 

 

 

  



****************************************************************************** 

Reviewer #1 comments 

****************************************************************************** 

 

 

RC_1: p9, l24–27 The method to estimate fG is not clear to me. How do you estimate the 

fraction of absorbed PAR by the green vegetation? Is it equal to PAR incoming - 

PARreflected in your model? This would also include PAR absorption by bare soil,dead 

plant material, mosses and other elements. Guzinski et al. (2013) actually suggests to use a 

different method, based on NDVI and EVI (as you mention on page 14). Do you have 

another reference that actually recommends the PAR ratio method? 

 

AC_1: We would also like to note to the reviewer that we have accepted his/her suggestion to 

use the Guzinsky et al. (2013) method based on the EVI and NDVI to estimate the fG. According 

to Fisher et al. 2008, fG is defined by FAPAR / FIPAR where FAPAR is the fraction of PAR 

absorbed by green vegetation cover and FIPAR the fraction of PAR intercepted by total 

vegetation cover.  Due to a lack of FAPAR observations, we estimated fG using only FIPAR as 

suggested by Anser (1998) and as the results show this might have caused an overestimation of 

fG at the beginning and at the end of the growing season contributing to model-measurement 

disagreement. Although this was not a major point according to the reviewer, we have re-run the 

model using Guzinski et al. (2013) approach to estimate fG.  The new results yield a better model 

agreement, although it does not provide reliable fG values at the end of the season (mainly in 

September).  

 

RC_2: 1. The authors stress the point that a remote-sensing based model can be applied at 

the larger scale (Title, Abstact p. 1, l. 17, 24, 26; Motivation p. 3, l. 1–12; Conclusions p. 15, 

l. 8–10). However, it seems that (except for the LAI, which is a minor point of the study) 

this was not done (p. 11, l. 23–24). This is a little bit disappointing after reading pages 1–3. 

Therefore I would suggest to force the model with satellite data only and compare the 

results. If this is beyond the scope of the paper, the authors should adjust the motivation 

statements. 

 

This paper is focused on the local application with the tower micrometeorological and flux 

measurements representing local conditions in order to more reliably evaluate and refine the 

TSEB model for regional application to the Arctic tundra. As we stated in the conclusion section 

we will extend this research to regional scales using a TSEB-based model refined to be robust for 

the Arctic tundra using satellite inputs. To better clarify this objective, we have added text to the 

introduction motivating the need for localized testing in preparation for improvement of a 

regional satellite based energy balance model. 

 

RC_2: 2. Section 2 is quite long given that the model description is published already. 

P4 l20 – p5 l12 could be omitted or moved to an appendix as the resistance terms and the 

sensible heat flux parameterisation are not discussed further in the manuscript. In this 

case, you could mention after Equation 11 that Hs is calculated as a function of the 

difference between canopy air temperature and soil temperature and of the soil resistance. 

 



AC_2: Given questions raised by the second reviewer about the model formulation, we decided 

to retain the discussion of the TSEB formulations needed to understand the resulting refinements 

required to obtain good results (see discussions in sections 3 and 6).  

 

RC_3: 3.1. You show two different approaches for estimating cG (Section 3.2). In both 

approaches you fit some parameters. However, if I understand it correctly, you use 

different data for fitting. On what data did you fit the parameters of the first method (p7, 

l23–24)? Why did you not use the same approach as for the second method, where you split 

the data set into a calibration and a validation subset? Are the data of all stations combined 

in a single data set? Do you take an equal amount of data points per station? Are the 

parameters fitted separately for month? Please describe the fitting approach in more detail 

in Section 3.2. 

  

AC_3: We have improved section 3.2, 4.2 and Tables 3 and 4 to clarify these points. The Kustas 

et al. (1998) and Santanello and Friedl (2003) methods were evaluated against the same dataset 

used to evaluate all fluxes that had restrictions for balance closure, among others (see section 

4.2). To fit and test the new cTG approach, data from the previous dataset with no restriction of 

balance closure and from 4 to 21 hours local solar time was used. Coefficients A, B and S were 

derived using 60% of all available data aggregated in 30 min timesteps for the whole summer 

period and the remaining 40% of the data were reserved for model testing. Table 4 shows the 

amount of data points per station (n) to derive model coefficients and test the cTG approach. To 

calibrate the cTG, for the Tussock and Heath flux towers n is similar (around 10 000) while for 

the Fen tower, less data were available (n ~8 000).    

 

RC_4: 3.2. Would it be possible to use a proxy such as soil moisture to improve the fit?  

 

AC_4: Soil heat flux plate measurements were corrected to account for soil heat storage using 

soil moisture from the water content reflectometers. This has been added to the text. 

 

RC_5: 3.3. Although you mention that soil type and properties are important, none of your 

methods takes it into account. 
AC_5: We agree with the reviewer that soil type and properties are important to model G. In the 

original TSEB formulation, a simple approach based on the relationship between G and RNS was 

used (Eq. 13). This approach has less complexity and requires no soil texture and moisture 

information, which, unfortunately, is not routinely available over large areas. For continental-to-

global applications of the TSEB, we are indeed finding that variations in the main parameters of 

the G formulation are required – for example over rock or desert sands. However, the 

modifications derived here help to better capture thermal characteristics of the tundra substrate. 

 

RC_6: 4. In Section 3.3 you describe that you use two different Priestley-Taylor 

coefficients. 

Did you consider varying them with soil moisture or LAI? Are they valid for the whole 

Arctic, or only locally? 

 

AC_6: The initial values of the Priestley-Taylor coefficients (PTC) we used in this paper were 

the originally proposed value of 1.26 for application of TSEB and a value of 0.92 averaged from 



the references found in the literature focused on Arctic tundra.  As a starting point for the model 

we consider this range in PTC applicable for Arctic vegetation. 

 

AC_6: In addition, to clarify how TSEB can adjust PTC for moisture conditions, the following 

paragraph has been added in section 2: “Under stress conditions, TSEB iteratively reduces PTC 

from its initial value. The TSEB model requires both a solution to the radiative temperature 

partitioning (Eq. 2) and the energy balance (Eqs. 6 and 7), with physically plausible model 

solutions for soil and vegetation temperatures and fluxes. Non-physical solutions, such as 

daytime condensation at the soil surface (i.e., LES < 0), can be obtained under conditions of 

moisture deficiency. This happens because LEC is overestimated in these cases by the Priestley–

Taylor parameterization, which describes potential transpiration. The higher LEC leads to a 

cooler TC and TS must be accordingly larger to satisfy Eq. (7). This drives HS high, and the 

residual LES from Eq. (11) goes negative. If this condition is encountered by the TSEB scheme, 

PTC is iteratively reduced until LES ~ 0 (expected for a dry soil surface).  However there are 

instances where the vegetation is not transpiring at the potential rate but is not stressed due to its 

adaption to water and climate conditions (Agam et al., 2010) or the fact that not all the 

vegetation is green or actively transpiring (Guzinski et al., 2013).”  

 

RC_7: 5. Figure 2 does not demonstrate a relationship between TRAD and G, it merely 

shows that both variables exhibit a diel cycle (p11, l11–12 & p15, l1–2). Can you please 

provide more details on the expected relationship? I find that this is an important point as 

one of your main conclusions is that the approach using TRAD is better than using RN. If I 

understand your reasoning correctly, you assume that the relationship between TRAD and 

G holds for different vegetation types, times of the growing season and weather conditions. 

This point needs to be discussed in more detail. For example, a recent study by Juszak et al. 

(2016) showed that two different vegetation types with close to identical top soil 

temperatures differed in G by a factor of 2. It would be great if you showed evidence for 

this relationship under different conditions. I would at least expect to see scatterplots of 

TRAD and G as compared to RN and G and correlation coefficients. Of course you can use 

shifted time series to account for the time lack. 

RC_7: Figure 2 The temperature is not in Kelvin. I do not think it makes sense to take the 

mean of all available data as the station with most data will contribute more and biases can 

occur, for example if the coldest station on average starts measuring later during the year. 

I would prefer one plot per station, or a completely different graph (as explained above). 

 

AC_7: The axis title has been corrected.  The relationship between TRAD and G and the 

definition of the new coefficient cGT has been explained in section 3.2 in which G is computed 

using Eq. 18. This method uses a phase shift proposed by Santanello and Friedl (2003) and is 

supported by the measurements illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2 was only meant to show this 

phase shift and text in p11, l11–12 has been changed accordingly.  Figure 3 and Table 4 show the 

behaviour of the new coefficient cGT derived from the TRAD-G relationship on a per station 

basis.     

 

RC_7: 6. The results and discussion in Section 6 are for all stations combined. However, it 

would be interesting to read about the different (or similar) accuracies at the different 

vegetation types. This is particularly relevant if you want to conclude on vegetation 



dynamics and vegetation change (p14, l20–22). Figures 4 and 5 also reveal differences 

between the stations. For example LE is strongly overestimated at the tussock site. Why? 

 

AC_7: Unfortunately, without detailed ground measurements to verify the assumed TSEB 

vegetation inputs (such as LAI), it is hard to identify any single factor that may have been a 

major cause for model-measurement disagreement, but overall the TSEB performance is 

considered satisfactory for all sites evaluated in this paper. 

 

RC_8: 7. Why do you discuss the accuracy of RN (p12, l8–16; p14, l6–11, l24, l30–31, most 

figures and tables) and not of the incoming longwave radiation alone? If you use the 

shortwave radiation budget and outgoing longwave radiation from measurements and just 

compute the incoming longwave radiation in your model, it would be surprising if you 

found a substantial difference in RN. Did you use any of the remote sensing products (p12, 

l15–16) to justify your conclusion that ’this methodology scheme can be used to obtain 

reliable estimates of RN’? 

 

AC_8: Downwelling longwave radiation results were discussed at the beginning of section 6.2 

before discussing RN results.  

AC_8: We have not used remote sensing products to justify this conclusion. This sentence has 

been rewritten accordingly. 

 

RC_9: 8. All Figure legends, scale bars and axis labels are far too small. Please increase the 

font size to about the same as the figure caption. Please also avoid to rotate the figures (in 

figures 6,8,9) and the axis labels. 

 

AC_9: Figure legends, scale bars and axis labels have been increased. 

AC_9: Figures 6, 8 and 9 have been re-rotated. 

 

RC_10: p1, l19 What is unique about tundra conditions? 

 

AC_10: “Unique” was misplaced. It was supposed to be written before “parameterizations”. In 

any case it has been removed from the text to avoid leading to misinterpretations.  

 

RC_11: p1, l24–25, Section 2 How did you test the usefulness of the MODIS LAI? Maybe it 

would be helpful to compare the results of the three towers concerning the different LAI. 

Also, did you test if the model is sensitive to LAI variations? Which fluxes are influenced 

by LAI in the model? 

 

AC_11: Unfortunately, we do not have LAI field measurement, thus, MODIS LAI usefulness 

was tested indirectly by means of the evaluation of the surface energy fluxes. The model is 

sensitive to LAI, since the radiation and temperature partitioning are affected by the 

LAI/fractional cover as well as the wind speed at the soil surface and LEc via the PT 

parameterization for the Rnc (Timmermans et al., 2007).  

 

RC_12: p9, l21–22 Other comprehensive LAI data from close-by can be used as reference, 



e.g. Shaver and Chapin (1991); Shippert et al. (1995); Williams et al. (2001); Walker et al. 

(2003); Williams et al. (2006); Shaver et al. (2007); Sweet et al. (2015). In particular the 

study of Williams et al. (2006) has many details on different types. I am sure there are even 

more studies which measured LAI as the Imnavait Watershed and Toolik lake are very 

well studied. 

RC_12: p13, l30 An LAI of 1.7 seems to be quite high for the Imnavait Watershed. Did you 

compare with other data such as (Shaver and Chapin, 1991; Shippert et al., 1995; Williams 

et al., 2001; Walker et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2006; Shaver et al., 2007; Sweet et al., 

2015)? Which vegetation type had this extreme value? 

 

AC_12: References about reported LAI values in these previous works and alternative methods 

to estimate LAI in the Arctic tundra have been added.  

 

RC_13: p1, l29 Omitting ’Near-surface or shelter level’ would make the starting sentence 

more catchy. 

 

AC_13: This has been deleted from the text. 

 

RC_14: p2, l2–4 Less references would be enough. 

 

AC_14: We have kept more recent and relevant publications. 

 

RC_15: p2, l15 Do you really mean ’inconsistent’, or rather ’sparse’? 

 

AC_15: We meant spatially and temporally inconsistent, and we did not imply that the data is 

wrong in any sense. We have rewritten the sentence to avoid misinterpretations. 

 

RC_16: p2, l18 What is an ’increase in peak vegetation’? Do you mean vegetation growth / 

activity / LAI?  

 

AC_16: According to Jia et al., 2003 it is in the “peak vegetation greenness”. The reference was 

misplaced. This has been changed in the text. 

 

RC_17: p2, l19 Do fires contribute to the greening? Maybe it would make sense to 

exchange the first two sentences of this paragraph. 

 

AC_17: Sentences have been exchanged in the text. 

 

RC_18: p2, l24–25 As shown in the recent paper by Williamson et al. (2016), the albedo 

effects of shrubs may not be as clear. Also, wet surfaces and sparsely vegetated water may 

have an even lower albedo than shrubs (Gamon et al., 2012). 

 

AC_18: We agree with the reviewer that wet surfaces and sparsely vegetated water may have an 

even lower albedo than shrubs. A reference to the Williamson et al. paper has been added to the 

paper. 

 



RC_19: p4, l7 Does this mean that the model uses a spherical leaf angle distribution for all 

vegetation? How do the results change, if an erectophile distribution is used for the 

graminoid vegetation (fen, tussock tundra)? 

 

AC_19: The assumed leaf angle distribution will affect the radiation divergence through the 

canopy layer and hence affect the net radiation partitioning between the canopy overstory and the 

soil/substrate.  Without measurements to determine the leaf angle distribution, the default of a 

spherical leaf angle distribution is a reasonable one, particularly for heterogeneous surfaces 

having a mixture of vegetation species. 

 

RC_20: eq. 1, 4–12 It is a bit confusing that R can be radiation or resistance, depending on 

the subscript. Maybe you could use ’r’ for the resistance values? 

 

AC_20: “r” has been adopted for resistance and changed in the text. 

 

RC_21: p5, l25 The abbreviation TIR is not explained. Additionally, this paragraph 

suggests that the satellite data is used for the study. If this is not the case, delete the clause 

’when daytime TIR satellite imagery is typically acquired’. 

 

AC_21: we have expanded the TIR abbreviation. This paragraph refers to the original method 

development in which cG=0.3 was set. However, in order to avoid misinterpretations we have 

deleted “when daytime thermal satellite imagery is typically acquired” from the paragraph.   

 

RC_22: Section 3.1 Why do you continue using the Brutsaert (1975) formula? Two 

comparison studies on empirical parametrisations of incoming longwave radiation found 

that other formulars described the data better, namely the Dilley and O’Brien (1998) clear 

sky formula and the Unsworth and Monteith (1975) cloud correction (Flerchinger et al., 

2009; Juszak and Pellicciotti, 2013). 

 

AC_22: Although there are other sky emissivity parameterizations which might give slightly 

better estimates of incoming longwave, the error in using Brustaert formulation in TSEB is 

minor compared to the errors in turbulent flux estimation.  In fact from Table 5 in Flerchinger et 

al (2009) the RMSD from all sites measuring incoming longwave using Brutsaert (1975) is 27.2 

W/m
2
 while for Dilley and O’Brien (1998) it is 23.3 W/m

2
. Regarding cloud correction, the 

Crawford and Duchon method is easier to apply since we do not have the data required for 

Unsworth and Monteith (1975) method. 

 

RC_23: p7, l5 & p.7, l 25–29 Actually, in Eq. 12, not RN is used but RNS. Please make 

more clear which variable you use. And if you adjusted the model in case you use RN. 

 

AC_23: This has been corrected in the text. 

 

RC_24: p7, l8–14 Exchange this paragraph with the first paragraph. 

 

AC_24: This has been exchanged in the text. 

 



RC_25: p7, l15–17 Split the sentence in two parts as the ’while’ does not follow easily on the 

first part of the sentence. 

 

AC_25: This has been corrected in the text. 

 

RC_26: p7, l23–24 Why does this sentence not appear in the results section? 

 

AC_26: These are the values from the original model. We have rewritten the sentence to clarify 

the text. 

 

RC_27: p8, l13 Remove ’1.2.1’. 

 

AC_27: This has been removed from the text. 

 

RC_28: p9, l8 Are you sure you have several Dryas species (as indicated by spp)? Also, 

Dryas is a dwarf shrub species, so it would be more accurate to write ’..., other dwarf 

shrubs, and lichen’. 

 

AC_28: This has been modified in the text accordingly. 

 

RC_29: p9, l11 What do you mean by ’vegetation-based measurements’? Maybe replace 

the term with ’canopy structure’ or ’vegetation properties’. 

 

AC_29: We have changed the section title using “vegetation properties”. 

 

RC_30: p9, l29 Can you explain your choice of 1 for the clumping factor in more detail? 

What is a ’variable organic layer’? 

 

AC_30: It is not an organic layer, it is a moss layer, and this has been changed in the text. As 

text says clumping factor was set to 1 based on the knowledge that Arctic tundra has a variable 

moss layer with little bare ground, thus, almost covering almost 100% of the ground.  We used 

this approach for modelling purposes as we do not have actual data on the ground. However, a 

value of 1 seems a realistic approach for the study area. 

 

RC_31: p9, l30 Vegetation height and the clumping factor are not variable. Can you 

estimate the uncertainty you introduce with this assumption? 

 

AC_31: Over the growing season ground measurements indicated little change in vegetation 

height and density.  Prior sensitivity studies (e.g., Zhan et al., 1996) indicate TSEB shows 

relatively small sensitivity to canopy height and fractional cover, which is related to the 

vegetation clumping factor. 

 

RC_32: p10, l1–2 The sentence about future work should be moved to the discussion or 

conclusions. 

 

AC_32: This sentence has been moved to the conclusions section. 



 

RC_33: p10, l12–13 Why do you restrict the modelling to daytime conditions? It would be 

interesting to also test if the model is able to reproduce values at night. I am aware, that the 

incoming longwave radiation depends on cloud cover. However, you could interpolate the 

cloud cover during the night. How did you assess the presence of precipitation? 

 

AC_33: Our testing is focused on daytime conditions for two reasons:  First, EC flux 

observations used for validation are less reliable during night-time due to stable conditions and 

low wind speeds.  Second, for transition to satellite applications, we are primarily interested in 

evaluating model performance during daytime satellite overpass times.  Other techniques are 

typically used to upscale from the overpass time to daily total fluxes. 

 

RC_34: Section 5 Using five different error estimates does not add additional information 

as compared to using only three. In your results, you rarely mention MAD and the 

information of MAPD and RMSE is largely the same. It is not very intuitive that in your 

notation the mean of ei is _X . You could use ei and _E or xi and _X  (and the 

corresponding notation for oi and _ Y ) instead. 

 

AC_34: We have used five different error estimates to make the results section more comparable 

to other papers. Although we agree with the reviewer, in the literature you may find some studies 

in which MAE or MAD are only stated.  

 

AC_34: ei and oi notations have been changed in the text. 

 

RC_35: p11, l21 & Table 4 What is this flux subset? Please describe the choice of the subset 

in the methods. 

 

AC_35: This was clarified in section 4.2 “Model inputs and evaluation dataset” and Tables 3 and 

4.  

 

RC_36: p11, l23–24 The first clause of the long sentence is out of place, it is an outlook and 

would fit better at the end of the conclusions. 

 

AC_36: Sentence has been move to the conclusions section. 

 

RC_37: p12, l2 To which method do the R2 and the RMSE value belong? 

 

AC_37: Both methods yielded similar results. R2 was the same and RMSE for Brustaert (1975) 

and Jin et al. (2006) was 26 Wm-2 and 27 Wm-2, respectively. This has been clarified in the text. 

 

RC_38: p12, l1–7 You found that the new method was not better than the original 

Brutsaert (1975) formula. However, this does not necessarily imply that the Brutsaert 

(1975) method is good. I would like to see a discussion of limitations and other potential 

approaches. 

 



AC_38: Differences between methods for estimating clear sky incoming longwave radiation 

continue to be evaluated over different climate zones (e.g., Choi et al., 2008) and indicate that 

discrepancies tend to be relatively small compared to uncertainty in modelling the turbulent 

fluxes.  Therefore, a detailed discussion is not warranted for this analysis (see also response 

above). 

RC_39: p12, l18 What is the ’evaluation subset’? 

 

AC_39: This has been clarified in section 4.2 “Model inputs and evaluation datasets”.  

 

RC_40: p12, l30–32 The BR and RES methods need to be explained in the methods section. 

How does this description relate to the Priestley–Taylor approach you explain in the 

methods? Do the two methods refer to the canopy or the soil LE (eq. 10, 11)? 

 

AC_40: BR (Bowen Ratio) and RES (Residual) methods have been referenced in the previous 

paragraph and they are intended to address the lack of closure of the flux station data used to 

evaluate the TSEB method. We compare TSEB to closed fluxes since the model requires energy 

balance closure while the measurements of H and LE using eddy covariance technique 

undermeasure these fluxes by 10-20% based on comparison with available energy (Rn-G). 

We used two methods: 

1-a distribution of residual according to Bowen Ratio, with the acronym BR (Twine et al. 2000 

and Foken 2008); 

2- and LE was recalculated as the residual, with the acronym RES (Li et al., 2008).   

In order to clarify the text for these methods, we have introduces these acronyms in the previous 

sentence. These methods are well explained in these papers and, for the sake of brevity, we 

prefer to refer the reader to the original references.  

 

RC_41: p13, l26 Is the fraction of vegetation cover not estimated from the PAR budget? 

Please explain this in the methods! How sensitive is the model to LAI?  

 

AC_41: The fraction of vegetation cover (Eq. 3) is computed using LAI and not PAR. We have 

clarified this in the text. 

 

RC_42: p13, l30 Is fG a sensitive parameter? 

 

AC_42: The value of fG modifies the estimated canopy transpiration (LEC) via the Priestley-

Taylor parameterization (Eq. 10).  It reduces LEC in direct proportion to its magnitude and has 

been used to adjust LEC based on crop phenology in other studies (e.g., Guzinski et al., 2015).  

 

RC_43: p14, l26 As the interannual variability is not mentioned in the results, it should not 

be mentioned here. 

 

AC_43: We have replaced “interannual” by “seasonal” 

 

RC_44: p15, l3 ’other models’ is unclear. Do you mean ’G computation from RN’? 

 



AC_44: Yes, this has been clarified in the text. 

 

RC_45: p15, l3 As some readers start with reading the conclusions, it would be good to 

repeat that _PTC is used to estimate ET. 

 

AC_45: This has been added in the text. 

 

RC_46: p15, l6 Was the model sensitive to LAI? I would be surprised, as LAI (in the 

model) does not influence ET, albedo, or any of the other major fluxes. Otherwise this 

conclusion is not valid. 

 

AC_46: LAI is used by TSEB (Eq. 3) to partition TRAD into soil and canopy temperature 

components, thus, it influences surface energy flux partitioning between the canopy and 

soil/substrate. The value of LAI also influences the radiation divergence and wind profile 

through the canopy layer and ultimately the soil and canopy aerodynamic resistances (Kustas and 

Norman, 1999;2000).  

 

RC_47: p15, l8–10 On which result do you base this conclusion? 

 

AC_47: We base this conclusion on the fact that the remote sensing-based TSEB model is able 

to capture the vegetation seasonal dynamics and contains the main factors (LST, LAI, vegetation 

height/roughness) affecting H and LE partitioning. Thus with a multi-year time series of remote 

sensing observations from satellites are able to detect changes in vegetation cover conditions 

(LAI, canopy height and roughness) which in turn can affect LST and hence energy flux 

partitioning. This permits monitoring the impact of vegetation cover changes on the water and 

energy cycle at synoptic scales with satellite data.  

 

RC_48: p15, l11–14 This seems very abstract. Maybe you could rather conclude on how to 

integrate more satellite data to apply the model to the regional scale. 

 

AC_48: Methods described in this sentence are designed to estimate surface energy fluxes with 

satellite data. We have clarified this in the text. 

  

RC_49: Figure 3 This graph is very important. However, it would be great if you could add 

uncertainties, or at least standard deviations. 

 

AC_49: Standard deviations for the mean values have been added to this figure. 

 

RC_50: Figures 4–6 In the caption, PTC should be a subscript. This way of plotting does 

not allow an evaluation of G, one of your main focusses. Also, it is impossible to tell the 

accuracy of LE. I suggest to use just one variable per panel and indicate the point density 

with colour (heat map). As this will result in four times more panels, I suggest to remove 

Figure 5 as the additional information is small. 

 

AC_50: PTC has been subscripted. 



AC_50: Difference statistics between modelled and measured energy balance components are 

provided in tables 3 through 6. Having separate graphs comparing LE, H, RN and G would make 

it more difficult for the reader to have a sense of the relative magnitudes and scatter between the 

measured and modelled energy balance components. Showing the results in this manner gives 

the reader a better sense of the relative modelled-measured differences and which fluxes is the 

scatter the largest and most significant in the four components.   

 

RC_51: Figure 7 The figure caption should be self explanatory. Please define fG. 

 

AC_51: This has been added in the caption. 

 

RC_52: Figure 8 I would prefer to see a sample time series to 5-day averages of multiple 

stations. 

 

AC_52: 5-day averaged fluxes displayed in the figures more readily indicates the seasonal 

behaviour of TSEB over the whole study period. A sample time series is too noisy and does not 

allow the seasonal dynamics of surface energy fluxes and energy partitioning to be easily 

determined or illustrated. 

 

RC_53: Figure 9 Change the symbols to make the figure easier to read. With the tiny 

legend and the turned figure it is impossible. I would suggest to have the same symbol for 

the same variable, once filled (for observed) and once empty (for modelled). 

 

AC_53: The figure has been turned, the legend has been increased in size and the symbols have 

been refilled. 

 

RC_54: Table 1 Space missing between Longwave and incoming; the captions says 

’Average and standard deviation for the input values were computed for each period and 

for each site.’ However, there is just one value per site given. Which period is it for? 

 

AC_54: This has been corrected in the text. 

AC_54: Average and standard deviations reported in this table were computed using all selected 

data from the full period of model evaluation (Period row) for each flux station. This has been 

clarified in the caption. 

 

RC_55: Table 3 MAPD not MADP 

 

AC_55: This has been corrected in the text. 

 

RC_56: Table 5–6 One H misses the subscript. 

 

AC_56: Sensible heat (H) is not missing the subscript. When using the residual method observed 

(from the flux tower) H is evaluated against modelled H. 

 

 

  



****************************************************************************** 

Reviewer #2 comments 

****************************************************************************** 

 

RC_1: The authors articulate a good case for undertaking their research and there is 

adequate acknowledgement of the previous literature although a summary of previous 

Arctic modelling that is relevant to your choice of model would be advantageous. They then 

propose an aim to evaluate the performance of the model during the Arctic growing season. 

However, it is unclear to me as to why you are doing this and what the ultimate goal is? 

Could you articulate what the big picture implications are in the introduction? In addition, 

I think you need to add an argument as to why this particular model as there are so many 

potential models with different scales and different functions. Why not use a process-based 

land surface model where you can relate the differences in model versus obs with processes 

rather than in your case changing a few parameters to get a better fit? 

 

AC_1: We agree with the reviewer that the big picture motivation for evaluating TSEB 

performance over the Arctic tundra was not well described in the original submission, nor was 

our vision for upscaling to regional coverage.  Our motivation is now better described in the final 

paragraphs of the introduction.  In short, the TSEB forms the land surface model in a regional 

remote sensing energy balance system (ALEXI), used to model energy fluxes and ET from 

continental to global scales. ALEXI is currently used in NOAA OSPO’s GET-D modeling 

system for North America (http://www.ospo.noaa.gov/Products/land/getd/index.html), and a 

prototype global modeling system is under development.  ALEXI output has been evaluated over 

CONUS and lower latitude sites in Europe, but has not to date been tested over tundra 

ecosystems – constituting a significant fraction of the global land cover.  Our primary goal in this 

paper is to evaluate TSEB performance over tundra, and to identify refinements that could be 

incorporated into the regional/global ALEXI system. 

 

This motivation is now more clearly outlined in the introduction.  We also provide a rationale for 

investigating a diagnostic flux system, which can be compared in future studies to process-based 

prognostic model output.  Hain et al. (2015) performed a comparison of ALEXI and Noah latent 

heat flux estimates over CONUS and found the TSEB was able to diagnose missing moisture 

source/sink processes in the prognostic model (e.g., due to irrigation, shallow groundwater, etc).   

This motivation for focus on a diagnostic approach is also now provided within the introduction. 

 

AC_1:  TSEB has been already compared with other methodologies showing superior 

performance (e.g., Timmermans et al., 2007; Choi et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2011).  This has also 

been included in the text. 

 

RC_2: The authors use measured shortwave radiation yet estimate long wave radiation 

from observed air and land surface temperatures. I would have thought that this is 

problematic for Arctic environments and could result in a large error in the net radiation. 

Given that highly accurate net radiation and soil heat flux measurements are needed for 

this approach, what is error associated with estimating long wave radiation in the model?  

 

http://www.ospo.noaa.gov/Products/land/getd/index.html


AC_2: Upwelling longwave radiation was computed using TRAD from the four component net 

radiation sensor and the Apogee IR sensors in each tower. Downwelling longwave radiation 

computed through Eq. 13 and estimation errors were reported in section 6.2, and showed a 

RMSE of 26 W.m
-2

.  

 

RC_3: In addition, the authors assume that G is a constant fraction of net radiation. This 

assumption is untested and there is clearly a large uncertainty in the probable fraction into 

G due to differences in surface properties such as soil type and moisture conditions as the 

authors point out, but particularly also the composition and structure of the various 

organic layers which are ubiquitous across the Arctic. It is well understood that the 

properties of moss and organic materials in particular influence the thermal and 

hydrological properties of the soil greatly. Therefore, I would like to see a more formalised 

assessment of the relative uncertainty in the calculation of G and Rn. 

 

AC_3: In the original TSEB formulation, a simple approach based on the relationship between G 

and RNS was used (Eq. 13). For continental-to-global applications of the TSEB, we are indeed 

finding that variations in the main parameters of the G formulation are required – for example 

over rock or desert sands. However, as is explained in section 3.2 “Refinements in soil heat flux 

parameterization”, here we developed a new simple approach to estimate G based on a phase 

shift between LST and G to avoid errors using a constant fraction of net radiation over the 

diurnal cycle. The modifications derived here help to better capture thermal characteristics of the 

tundra substrate. Moreover, this method also investigates use of new scaling parameters that 

better reflect the thermal properties of the tundra soils, as noted by the reviewer. 

 

RC_4: The authors give a mean value of 0.14 for cG and 0.92 for alphaPTC over the Arctic 

tundra. There is a rather a lot of handwaving here to suggest a single value for the entire 

Arctic tundra. What was the range of values across different vegetation types in the Arctic 

tundra. What was the error around the mean for this value? In addition what is the 

influence of changing cover over the growing season on both these values? 

 

AC_4: A standard deviation has been included in the text for alpha and G values.  

AC_4: The initial values of the PTC use in this paper were the original value of 1.26 used in 

other TSEB applications and a value of 0.92 averaged from the main references found in the 

literature focused on Arctic tundra.  As a starting point for the model we consider them 

applicable for areas of the Arctic with similar vegetation conditions. To clarify this within the 

text, the following paragraph has been added in section 2: “Under stress conditions, TSEB 

iteratively reduces PTC from its initial value. The TSEB model requires both a solution to the 

radiative temperature partitioning (Eq. 2) and the energy balance (Eqs. 6 and 7), with physically 

plausible model solutions for soil and vegetation temperatures and fluxes. Non-physical 

solutions, such as daytime condensation at the soil surface (i.e., LES < 0), can be obtained under 

conditions of moisture deficiency. This happens because LEC is overestimated in these cases by 

the Priestley–Taylor parameterization, which describes potential transpiration. The higher LEC 

leads to a cooler TC and TS must be accordingly larger to satisfy Eq. (7). This drives HS high, and 

the residual LES from Eq. (11) goes negative. If this condition is encountered by the TSEB 

scheme, PTC is iteratively reduced until LES ~ 0 (expected for a dry soil surface).  However 

there are instances where the vegetation is not transpiring at the potential rate but is not stressed 



due to its adaption to water and climate conditions (Agam et al., 2010) or the fact that not all the 

vegetation is green or actively transpiring (Guzinski et al., 2013).” 

 

RC_5: The use of MODIS LAI is particularly problematic in Arctic areas and it has been 

noted that the largest discrepancies in MODIS LAI are at Arctic tundra sites where the 

MODIS product overestimates woody cover proportions. Given that you have no LAI 

observations you cannot make any conclusions about how they relate to fPAR for example 

on page 13 line 30. What specific product was used, was it the 250 m resolution? What was 

the spatial extent of your footprint for this dataset and how does that relates to the spatial 

separation of your sites? Specifically which QC flags were used? How were gaps treated in 

the timeseries? Perhaps use MODIS fPAR. Given you have tower measurements of this you 

could validate the MODIS fPAR and assess the error here.  

 

AC_5: The specific MODIS products used, and treatment of gap-filling and QC flags, are now 

more completely described in section 4.2.2. 

 

RC_6: It is not clear as to how you distinguish between canopy and soil in these Arctic 

systems for the TSEB model. What do you define as soil and what is canopy? You have no 

significant woody vegetation to form a canopy in the first place. The surface layer consists 

of mosses, lichen, Forbes and shrubs and forms a continuous layer that cannot be 

partitioned into soil and canopy. I suspect in general you don’t have any bare soil at your 

sites. Hence I’m not sure why you are using a two layer model here in the first place? Can 

you justify the use of a two layer model here? Therefore the assumption that fPAR is 

equivalent to fG is not robust. To use this you will need to demonstrate clearly that this is 

the case. Do you even need a two layer model? Perhaps evaluate the usefulness of this type 

of model in this type of environment. 

 

AC_6: The tundra canopy in the region where we have the tower measurements is dominated by 

a shrub canopy having an average height of 0.4 m. This overstory is likely to strongly affect the 

energy exchange and divergence of radiation and wind reaching the moss/lichen surface while 

the moss/lichen understory will act similar to a “bare soil” surface being aerodynamically 

smooth.  The energy balance of the moss/lichen surface is computed using a ‘bare soil” 

aerodynamic resistance for the sensible heat flux based on the “moss/lichen” temperature derived 

from Eq. (2), and with net radiation reaching this surface along with the estimated G term, the 

residual LE would then represent the mosses/lichen water use instead of bare soil.  An 

assumption is that the soil resistance formulation is applicable to the moss/lichen understory.  

Given that the temperature partitioning derived from Eq. (2) which will yield a moss/lichen 

substrate temperature, significantly impacts the flux partitioning, using TSEB is assumed to be a 

reasonable approach for this ecosystem.    

     
AC_6: As it was explained at the beginning of the reviews, fG has been estimated using 

Guzinsky et al. (2013) methodology. This has been clarified in section 2. 

 

RC_7: The description of the eddy covariance data is minimal. What software was used to 

process the data and what algorithms and parameters were used? Exactly what quality 

flags were filtered? 



 

AC_7: The treatment of the EC data has now been expanded on in Section 4.2.3.   

 

RC_8: What percentage of data were excluded due to different quality control previously 

mentioned as well as the three criteria mentioned. 

 

AC_8: The first quality control excluded 20% of the data, accounting for inaccuracies in both 

meteorological and eddy covariance data. The second filter excluded 52% of the data due to 

summer rainy conditions in the Arctic. After the precipitation filter, 10% of data was excluded 

because of a balance closure for 30 min timesteps less than 70%. Finally, to account for daily 

conditions (Rn > 100 W·m
-2 

filter), around 50% of the remaining data was excluded.  

 

RC_9: How were gaps in the data filled and worthy gap filled data used in the analysis?  

 

AC_9: No gap filled data was used in this study; this was clarified in the text. Although gap 

filled data would have increase the final amount of data to evaluate the model, we preferred to 

have less data that are more reliable since they were derived from the measurements. 

 

RC_10: The criteria of a surface energy balance closure of greater than 70% doesn’t instill 

a lot of confidence in the measurements. I would assume from this that the energy balance 

closure is quite low. This is probably due to the difficulty in measuring the soil heat flux. 

 

AC_10: As mentioned in section 6.3, “the average energy balance closure using half-hour 

periods for the evaluation dataset was 88% which is in agreement with the average closure of 

90% for these flux stations, (Euskirchen et al., 2012)”.  

 

RC_11: The measures of performance are relatively standard so I don’t think you need to 

include the formulas here but just cite a previous reference.  

 

AC_11: We prefer to keep the formulas; we found that sometimes it is useful for the reader to 

have them in the text to better interpret the results.  

 

RC_12: The distribution of residual energy based on the Bowen ratio is not a common 

practice and the community in general prefers to see the original data being used. This is 

overwhelmingly important in this environment where there are very large errors in 

measurements of G and also Rn, both of which go into the available energy term. Errors in 

these will propagate into errors in the turbulent heat flux terms if you force them based on 

the bon ratio. Calculating LE as the residual of the surface energy balance equation is even 

more problematic as it is the sole term carrying all errors in the other terms. I would insist 

on redoing the analysis using only the original data and not presenting the other methods 

because they are so error prone. 

 

AC_12: As explained in the text (section 6.3), lack of closure may be explained by instrument 

and methodological uncertainties, insufficient estimation of storage terms, unmeasured advective 

fluxes, landscape scale heterogeneity or instrument spatial representativeness, among others 

(Lund et al., 2014;Stoy et al., 2013;Foken et al., 2011;Foken, 2008;Wilson et al., 2002). 



Currently, there is no uniform answer on how to deal with non-closure of the energy balance in 

eddy covariance datasets, and methods for analyzing the reasons for the lack of closure are still 

under discussion (Foken et al., 2011). More recently there is evidence that non-orthogonal sonics 

underestimate vertical velocity causing under-measurement of H and LE on the order of 10% 

(Kochendorfer et al., 2012; Frank et al., 2013), although this is still being debated (Kochendorfer 

et al., 2013).  

This is the reason why in the current study a distribution of residual according to the Bowen ratio 

(BR) method was applied as suggested by Twine et al. (2000) and Foken (2008). In addition, LE 

was recalculated as the residual (RES) of the surface energy budget used in previous TSEB 

evaluations (Li et al., 2008). 

Foken et al. (2011) concluded that the different footprints of radiation, soil heat flux, and 

turbulent flux measurements, including the storage terms, which were postulated earlier to be a 

reason, have no significant influence on the energy balance closure results.  In addition, the sonic 

anemometer and gas analyzer used in this study are Type A instrument have a typical accuracy 

between 5% and 10% for sensible and latent heat flux estimation, respectively while shortwave 

radiation and longwave radiation measure with the four components net radiometer have a 1% 

and 20 W·m
-2

 accuracy (Foken, 2008). Additionally, the ground heat flux, including the storage 

term in the upper soil layer, can be determined with acceptable accuracy under most conditions 

(Foken, 2008). In our case we have a complete set of instrumentation to estimate G including soil 

bulk density data at each flux tower site.  

 

RC_13: Table 2 shows the TCAV at 2 cm but this is usually an integrated measure with 

probes at two and 4 cm. Please check this. 

 

AC_13: This has been clarified in the text. TCAV were placed in the soil at 2 and 4 cm depths. 

 

RC_14: G is hard to measure. There is a great uncertainty in measurements of G in the 

tundra because traditional heat flux plates are made with an assumed thermal conductivity 

for loamy soils but we know in the tundra that this is primarily organic heat and moss 

which has a significantly lower thermal conductivity. Therefore self-calibrating heat flux 

plates or corrections are required. Can you quantify the uncertainty in your ground heat 

flux measurements which is an important term because it feeds directly into the energy 

balance? 

 

AC_14: We have used self-calibrating soil heat flux plates. This has been clarified in Table 2. In 

addition, we have used the calorimetric method using soil bulk density data for each site to 

account for soil heat storage as it was explained in section 4.2 “Model inputs and evaluation 

datasets”. This method has been also applied for Lund et al. (2014) for tundra conditions. 

 

RC_15: How did you account for these in the correction of the soil heat flux plates? At 

what depth did you have the heat flux plates placed? I see they were 8 cm but is that below 

the surface in the moss? If so then your heat flux plates are not in soil but in organic 

material. You should use the appropriate bulk density not the soil bulk density. Also it 

appears that you only have one heat flux plate measurement per site which is insufficient 

given the spatial heterogeneity in the surface. As previously mentioned the thermal 

conductivity of the heat flux plate is manufactured to a standard soil which will not be 



representative of what you are measuring in. This will all result in very large errors in the 

observed soil heat flux.  

 

AC_15: As explained above, we have used self-calibrating soil heat flux plates, TCAV water 

reflectometers to estimate G. All instruments are placed in the soil and not in the moss layer. We 

have used the calorimetric method using soil bulk density data for each site to account for soil 

heat storage as it was explained in section 4.2 “Model inputs and evaluation datasets”. This 

method has been also applied for Lund et al. (2014) for tundra conditions. The soil bulk density 

was already mentioned in the paper and it is 758 kg·m
-3

, 989 kg·m
-3

 and 1038 kg·m
-3

 for Fen, 

Tussock and Heath flux stations, respectively. 

 

AC_15: We agree with the reviewer that having more soil heat flux plates, TCAV and water 

reflectometers will improve the soil heat flux calculation.  In table 2 we only listed the 

instruments but not the number of instruments per site. We have four self-calibrating soil heat 

flux plates, two water reflectometers and two thermocouple averaging soil temperature probes 

per flux station. This has been clarified in table 2. Similar instrumentation (same amount of 

instrumentation) is also used in many FLUXNET sites to address the spatial heterogeneity in the 

surface the soil.   

 

RC_16: Please provide a thorough estimate of error and uncertainty for this particular 

important measurement. In addition, what is the uncertainty (random and model) in the 

fluxes for each of the sites? 

 

AC_16: Soil heat flux model error is reported in detail under Section 6.1 

 

RC_17: Given the difficulty in measuring G and the errors associated with that it may be 

worth trying to take G as a residual of the surface energy balance. 

 

AC_17: In our case, G is a relatively small term compared with other fluxes, and as we 

explained before, lack of closure is likely to occur due to methodological uncertainties, 

insufficient estimation of storage terms, etc. when processing eddy covariance data (sensible and 

latent heat fluxes). 

 

RC_18: As mentioned in the summary there is a lot of focus on model error and 

performance. However, these comparisons are with often in different types of models in 

different ecosystems which is like comparing apples and oranges. Most published models 

will have some reasonable performance but we should move away from a simple reporting 

of the error to include better and more robust benchmarking of models. For example, this 

model could be compared against a simple empirical model to assess quantitatively whether 

the model performs any better than a simple model with local meteorological drivers. 

Recent papers have started to do and I suggest this is something that you could do to 

strengthen your paper. For example see: 

 

Whitley, R., Beringer, J., Hutley, L., Abramowitz, G., De Kauwe, M. G., Duursma, R., 

Evans, B., Haverd, V., Li, L., Ryu, Y., Smith, B., Wang, Y.-P., Williams, M. and Yu, 

Q.: A model inter-comparison study to examine limiting factors in modelling Australian 



tropical savannas, Biogeosciences Discuss., 12(23), 18999–19041, doi:10.5194/bgd- 

12-18999-2015, 2015. 

 

Luo, Y. Q., Randerson, J. T., Abramowitz, G., Bacour, C., Blyth, E., Carvalhais, N., 

Ciais, P., Dalmonech, D., Fisher, J. B., Fisher, R., Friedlingstein, P., Hibbard, K., Hoffman, 

F., Huntzinger, D., Jones, C. D., Koven, C., Lawrence, D., Li, D. J., Mahecha, M., 

Niu, S. L., Norby, R., Piao, S. L., Qi, X., Peylin, P., Prentice, I. C., Riley, W., Reichstein, 

M., Schwalm, C., Wang, Y. P., Xia, J. Y., Zaehle, S. and Zhou, X. H.: A framework 

for benchmarking land models, Biogeosciences, 9(10), 3857–3874, doi:10.5194/bg-9- 

3857-2012, 2012. 

 

AC_18: Ultimately, this would be a goal for a follow-on paper.  This paper focused on the utility 

of adapting/refining the TSEB land surface scheme for the Arctic tundra region represented by 

the flux tower sites used in this study. This is the reason we used Kalma et al. (2008) study as a 

robust benchmark for evaluating the performance of the TSEB relative to a large number of 

surface energy balance models using land surface temperature. In this paper, methods for 

estimating evaporation from landscapes, regions and larger geographic extents, with remotely 

sensed surface temperatures were reviewed, and uncertainties and limitations associated with 

those estimation methods were highlighted. In addition, particular attention was given to the 

validation of such approaches against ground based flux measurements. An assessment of some 

30 published validations summarized in Kalma et al (2008) ranging from  complex physical and 

analytical methods to  empirical and statistical approaches) indicates a robust model should yield 

an average root mean square error (RMSE) value of around 50 W m
-2

 or less in estimated hourly 

turbulent fluxes H and LE during daytime conditions.  The results from the current study yield 

RMSE values that fall generally below 50 W m
-2

 and hence considered a robust thermal-based 

energy balance model for the Arctic tundra.  

 

RC_19: Page 14, line 3, the effect of what over the model? Mosses? In addition in this 

paragraph although you should not use the modus LA it is still consistent with seasonal 

growth of deciduous shrubs in particular. It is not inconsistent to have a constant fPAR 

where almost all incoming PAR is absorbed. The Arctic environment is highly adapted to 

absorbing as much energy as it can. As the leaf area of the shrubs increases during the 

summer the absorbed PAR is spread out amongst a greater leaf area but the fraction of 

fPAR remains the same.  

 

AC_19: The lack of FAPAR consistency has been addressed in previous comments by using 

Guzinski et al. (2013) approach. 

 

RC_20: Given this is a two layer model where are the results from the canopy and soil 

components. 

 

AC_20:  Although the TSEB model components the overstory and understory component fluxes, 

there are no measurements available to evaluate the reliability of the partitioning.  This is a 

project planned for a future study when measurements of the component fluxes are available. 
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Abstract. The Arctic has become generally a warmer place over the past decades leading to earlier snow melt, permafrost 

degradation and changing plant communities. Increases in precipitation and local evaporation in the Arctic, known as one of 

the acceleration components of the hydrologic cycle, coupled with land cover changes, have resulted in significant changes 

in the regional surface energy budget. Quantifying spatiotemporal trends in surface energy flux partitioning is a key to 15 

forecasting ecological responses to changing climate conditions in the Arctic regions. An extensive local evaluation of the 

two-source energy balance model (TSEB) - a remote sensing-based model using thermal infrared retrievals of land-surface 

temperature - was performed using tower measurements collected over different tundra types in Alaska in all sky conditions 

over the full growing season from 2008 to 2012. Based on comparisons with flux tower observations, refinements in the 

original TSEB net radiation, soil heat flux and canopy transpiration parameterizations were identified for the unique Arctic 20 

tundra conditions. In particular, a revised method for estimating soil heat flux based on relationships with soil temperature 

was developed, resulting in significantly improved performance. These refinements result in mean turbulent flux errors 

aroundgenerally less than 50 W·m
-2 

at half-hourly timesteps, similar to errors typically reported in surface energy balance 

modelling studies conducted in more temperate climatic regimes. The MODIS LAI remote sensing product proved to be 

useful for estimating energy fluxes in Arctic tundra in the absence of field data. This work builds on local biomass amount. 25 

Model refinements found in this work at the local scale build toward a regional implementation of the TSEB model over 

Arctic tundra ecosystems, using thermal satellite remote sensing to assess response of surface fluxes to changing vegetation 

and climate conditions. 

1 Introduction 

Near-surface or shelter level airAir temperatures in the Alaskan Arctic have shown a significant increase, especially in past 30 

decade (Serreze and Barry, 2011). Results from models forced with a range of climate scenarios from the Intergovernmental 
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Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) indicate that by the mid-21st century the permafrost area in the Northern Hemisphere is 

likely to decrease by 20–35% (Bates et al., 2008). In general, the Arctic has become a warmer place, leading to an 

acceleration of the hydrologic cycle, earlier snow melt, and drier soils due to permafrost degradation (ACIA, 2004; AMAP, 

2012; Lammers et al., 2001; Vörösmarty et al., 2001(AMAP, 2012; Elmendorf et al., 2012; Rawlins et al., 2010; Sturm et al., 

2001; Overduin and Kane, 2006; Arendt et al., 2002).). Furthermore, the hydrologic response of the Arctic land surface to 5 

changing climate is dynamically coupled to the region’s surface energy balance (Vörösmarty et al., 2001), and itsthe 

partitioning of energy fluxes plays an important role in modulating the hydrologic cycle of Arctic basins (Rawlins et al., 

2010).  

Evapotranspiration (ET, in units of mass, kg s
-1

 m
-2 

or mm d
-1

) or equivalently, latent heat flux (LE, in energy units, W·m
-2

), 

is an important component of both the land surface hydrologic cycle and surface energy balance. As an example, Kane et al. 10 

(2004) reported water loss due to ET in the Imnavait Creek Basin in Alaska is about 74% of summer precipitation or 50% of 

annual precipitation, as estimated from water balance computations. Even though ET is a significant component of the 

hydrologic cycle in Arctic regions, it is poorly quantified in Arctic basins, and the bulk estimates do not accurately account 

for spatial and temporal variability due to vegetation type and topography (Kane and Yang, 2004). In the Arctic, values of 

ET or LE are usually either derived from field estimates (Kane et al., 1990;; Mendez et al., 1998) or calculated purely from 15 

empirical or quasi-physical models such as those described by Zhang et al. (2000) and Shutov et al. (2006) using 

meteorological station forcing data. However, due to remoteness, harsh winter conditions and the high costs of maintaining 

ground-based measurement networks, the data currently collected are also inconsistent both temporally and spatially sparse. 

Over at least the past three decades, Arctic ecosystems have shown evidence of “greening” (Xu et al., 2013;Jia et al., 2003), 

with about a 14% increase in peak vegetation for the Arctic tundra biome (Bhatt et al., 2010). In Arctic tundra ecosystems, 20 

several factors have contributed to the vegetation change such as increased extent of severe fires, increased extent in 

deciduous vegetation or shrub encroachment in tundra ecosystems (Myers-Smith et al., 2011; Sturm et al., 2001), among 

others. Over at least the past three decades, Arctic ecosystems have shown evidence of “greening” (Myers-Smith et al., 

2011;Sturm et al., 2001)(Xu et al., 2013; Bhatt et al., 2010), among others.with about a 17% increase in peak vegetation 

greenness for the Arctic tundra biome (Jia et al., 2003). Moreover, the forest-tundra transition zone is continually observed to 25 

be moving further north, tree heights are increasing, and shrubs are becoming denser and taller (ACIA, 2004;; AMAP, 

2012). These changes in vegetation will have an important impact on the surface energy balance, especially in areas where 

shrubs have made their appearance in former tundra vegetation. This increase in leaf area index, together with canopy height, 

and changes in the distribution of canopy elements, will augment the multiple scattering and absorption of radiation, likely 

resulting in a lower albedo (Beringer et al., 2005). Also, although more detailed observations and measurements, particularly 30 

for the beginning of the snow-free period and peak growing season are needed (Williamson et al., 2016). Also, according to 

Beringer et al. (2005), Bowen ratio increases from tundra to forested sites will result in an increasing dominance of sensible 

heat (H) as the primary energy source heating the atmosphere. In the case of a transition from tundra to tall shrub and then to 
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forest, H would likely increase during the growing season from ~15% to nearly 30%, respectively. This will have an 

important impact in the tundra energy partitioning, resulting in a positive feedback to the atmosphere that further warms the 

Arctic climate. However, the magnitude of changes in surface energy partitioning due to vegetation changes and resulting 

impact on local Arctic climate is still unclear and more research is needed to better understand these vegetation change-

atmosphere dynamics (Eugster et al., 2000;; Jung et al., 2010). 5 

In the last two decades, surface energy balance methods have demonstrated their utility in modelling water availability using 

diagnostic retrievals of energy fluxes from in situ or remote sensing data, especially data acquired in the thermal infrared 

(TIR) region (Kalma et al., 2008). While remote sensing estimates of ET over the Arctic exist from global modelling systems 

(Mu et al., 2009;; Zhang et al., 2010), these modelling systems typically do not compute the full energy balance. To estimate 

energy fluxes at local scales, on the order of hundreds of meters, initiatives such as FLUXNET (http://fluxnet.ornl.gov/) 10 

provide eddy covariance flux measurements at discrete sites situated in different ecosystems across the U.S. and globally. 

Unfortunately, there are few measurements sites in the Arctic (Mu et al., 2009), making the existing instrument network 

insufficient to capture pertinent details of the changing Arctic climate and landscape (ACIA, 2004; AMAP, 2012; Serreze 

and Barry, 2011; Vörösmarty et al., 2001). Consequently, there is a strong need to focus on refining and evaluating models 

providing spatial-distributed fluxes to facilitate more accurate spatio-temporal mapping of Arctic energy fluxes.  Detailed 15 

process-based (prognostic) land-surface models can be also used to estimate coupled water and energy fluxes over 

landscapes (Duursma and Medlyn, 2012; Ek et al., 2003; Falge et al., 2005; Haverd et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2001; 

Vinukollu et al., 2012, among others); however, they may neglect important processes that are not known a priori.  For 

example, Hain et al. (2015) demonstrated the value of comparing prognostic and TIR-based diagnostic latent heat flux 

estimates over the continental U.S. to diagnose moisture sources and sinks that were not well-represented in the prognostic 20 

modelling system. 

TheGiven the critical need to better understand the water and energy balance over tundra ecosystems, and the role of 

changing climate and vegetation cover in driving these budgets, the aim of this work is to evaluate the performance ofand 

refine a diagnostic remote sensing energy balance approach, forced primarily by measurements of land-surface temperature, 

infor estimating surface energy fluxes during Arctic tundra growing season. The Two-Source Energy Balance (TSEB) 25 

model, proposed by Norman et al. (1995), serves as the land surface scheme in a regional Atmosphere-Land Exchange 

Inverse (ALEXI) modelling system, which uses TIR observations from geostationary and polar orbiting satellites to estimate 

surface fluxes from field to global scales (Anderson et al., 2011).  ALEXI is currently implemented operationally over North 

America as part of NOAA’s GOES Evapotranspiration and Drought Information System (GET-D; 

http://www.ospo.noaa.gov/Products/land/getd/index.html).   ALEXI/TSEB has been demonstrated to work well over a range 30 

in vegetation and climate conditions, (Anderson et al., 2007, 2011; Choi et al., 2009; Sánchez et al., 2009; Tang, et al., 2011; 

Timmermans et al., 2007, among others) and superior performance to other remote sensing based surface energy balance 

methods (Choi et al., 2009; Tang, et al., 2011; Timmermans et al., 2007), but has not yet been examined for tundra 

http://fluxnet.ornl.gov/
http://www.ospo.noaa.gov/Products/land/getd/index.html
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ecosystems atcharacteristic of high latitudes. This TSEB land surface scheme has been coupled to a regional modelling 

system using geostationary and polar orbiting satellite data providing regional and continental scale fluxes and thus could 

potentially be applied to the Arctic for monitoring and mapping within the surface energy balance (Anderson et al., 2011). 

GET-D and global modelling domains. In this study, the TSEB is runevaluated locally,  using in situ forcing data from three 

eddy covariance flux towers in all sky conditions (including clear sky, partially cloudy and overcast conditions) over 5 

Alaskan tundra sites during the growing season from 2008 to 2012. Vegetation amount is quantified using leaf area index, 

NDVI and EVI data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). The modelled energy balance is 

compared with measurements at three flux sites to ascertain modifications required to enhance TSEB and ALEXI 

performance over tundra ecosystems. 

2 Two-Source Energy Balance model: an overview 10 

Evapotranspiration (ET) can be estimated by surface energy balance models that partition the energy available at the land 

surface (RN - G, where RN is net radiation and G is the soil heat flux, both in W·m
-2

) into turbulent fluxes of sensible and 

latent heating (H and LE, respectively, in W·m
-2

): 

𝐿𝐸 + 𝐻 = 𝑅𝑁 − 𝐺,           (1) 

where L is the latent heat of vaporization (J kg
-1

) and E is ET (kg s
-1

 m
-2

 or mm s
-1

). 15 

The model used in this study is the series version of the Two-Source Energy Balance (TSEB) scheme originally proposed by 

Norman et al. (1995), which has been revised to improve shortwave and longwave radiation exchange within the soil–

canopy system and the soil–canopy energy exchange (Kustas and Norman, 1999, 2000). A list of the TSEB inputs can be 

found in Table 1. TSEB has been successfully applied over rainfedrain fed and irrigated crops and grasslands in temperate 

and semi-arid climates (Anderson et al., 2012;; Anderson et al., 2004;; Cammalleri et al., 2012, 2010) but has not been 20 

previously applied over the Arctic tundra. 

In the TSEB, directional surface radiometric temperature derived from satellite or a ground-based radiometer, TRAD() (K), is 

considered to be a composite of the soil and canopy temperatures, expressed as: 

𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐷() ≈ [𝑓𝑐()𝑇𝑐
4 + (1 − 𝑓𝑐())𝑇𝑠

4]1/4,          (2) 

where TC is canopy temperature (K), TS is soil temperature (K), and fC() is the fractional vegetation cover observed at the 25 

radiometer view angle . For a canopy with a spherical leaf angle distribution and leaf area index LAI, fC() can be estimated 

as:  

𝑓𝑐() = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−0.5𝐿𝐴𝐼

𝑐𝑜𝑠
),          (3) 
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where the factor  indicates the degree to which vegetation is clumped as in rowcropsrow crops or sparsely vegetated 

shrublandshrub land canopies (Kustas and Norman, 1999, 2000). The composite soil and canopy temperatures are used to 

compute the surface energy balance for the canopy and soil components of the combined land-surface system: 

𝑅𝑁𝑆 = 𝐻𝑆 + 𝐿𝐸𝑆 + 𝐺,           (4) 

𝑅𝑁𝐶 = 𝐻𝐶 + 𝐿𝐸𝐶 ,            (5) 5 

where RNS is net radiation at the soil surface, RNC is net radiation divergence in the vegetated canopy layer, HC and HS are 

canopy and soil sensible heat flux, respectively, LEC is the canopy transpiration rate, LES is soil evaporation, and G is the 

soil heat flux. The net shortwave radiation is calculated from the measured incoming solar radiation and the surface albedo, 

while net longwave radiation is estimated from the observed air and land surface temperatures, using the Stefan-Boltzmann 

equation with atmospheric emissivity from the Brutsaert (1975) method. 10 

By permitting the soil and vegetated canopy fluxes to interact with each other, Norman et al. (1995) derived expressions for 

HS and HC expressed as a function of temperature differences where: 

𝐻𝑆 = 𝜌𝐶𝑝
𝑇𝑆−𝑇𝐴𝐶

𝑅𝑟𝑆
,            (6) 

and 

𝐻𝐶 = 𝜌𝐶𝑝
𝑇𝑐−𝑇𝐴𝐶

𝑅𝑋

𝑇𝑐−𝑇𝐴𝐶

𝑟𝑋
,           15 

 (7) 

with the total sensible heat flux H = HC + HS expressed as: 

𝐻 = 𝜌𝐶𝑝
𝑇𝐴𝐶−𝑇𝐴

𝑅𝐴

𝑇𝐴𝐶−𝑇𝐴

𝑟𝐴
,           

 (8) 

where  is air density (kg·m
-3

), Cp is the specific heat of air (kJ·kg
-1

·K
-1

), TAC is air temperature in the canopy air layer (K), 20 

TA is the air temperature in the surface layer measured at some height above the canopy (K), RXrX is the total boundary layer 

resistance of the complete canopy of leaves (s m
-1

), RSrS is the resistance to sensible heat exchange from the soil surface (s m
-

1
) and RArA is aerodynamic resistance (s m

-1
) defined by: 

𝑅𝐴 =
[𝑙𝑛((𝑧𝑈−𝑑𝑂)/𝑧𝑂𝑀)−𝑀][𝑙𝑛((𝑧𝑇−𝑑𝑂)/𝑧𝑂𝑀)−𝐻]

𝑘2𝑢
,        (9) 

In Eq. (9) dO is the displacement height, u is the wind speed measured at height zU, k is von Karman’s constant (0.4), zT is 25 

the height of the TA measurement, M and H are the Monin–Obukhov stability functions for momentum and heat, 

respectively, and zOM is the aerodynamic roughness length. 
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The original resistance formulations are described in more detail in Norman et al. (1995) with revisions described in Kustas 

and Norman (1999) and Kustas and Norman (2000). Weighting of the heat flux contributions from the canopy and soil 

components is performed indirectly by the partitioning of the RN between soil and canopy and via the impact on resistance 

values from the fractional amount and type of canopy cover (see Kustas and Norman, 1999).  

For the latent heat flux from the canopy, the Priestley–Taylor formula is used to initially estimate a potential rate for LEC: 5 

𝐿𝐸𝐶 = 𝛼𝑃𝑇𝐶𝑓𝐺
∆

∆+𝛾
𝑅𝑁𝐶,           (10) 

where PTC is a variable quantity related to the Priestley–Taylor coefficient (Priestley and Taylor, 1972), but in this case 

defined exclusively for the canopy component, which was suggested for row crops by Tanner and Jury (1976) and normally 

set to an initial value of 1.2, fG is the fraction of green vegetation,  is the slope of the saturation vapour pressure versus 

temperature curve and  is the psychrometric constant (~0.066 kPa C
-1

). Under stress conditions, TSEB iteratively reduces 10 

PTC from its initial value (a thorough discussion of conditionsfG is the fraction of green vegetation that force a reduction in 

PTC,according  to Guzinski et al. (2013) and Fisher et al., (2008) can be found in Anderson et al. (2005) and Li et al. 

(2005)).estimated through the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and the enhanced vegetation index (EVI):  

 

𝑓𝐺 = 1.2 
𝐸𝑉𝐼

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼
, 0 ≤ 𝑓𝐺 ≤ 1,          (11) 15 

 

Under stress conditions, TSEB iteratively reduces PTC from its initial value. The TSEB model requires both a solution to the 

radiative temperature partitioning (Eq. 2) and the energy balance (Eqs. 6 and 7), with physically plausible model solutions 

for soil and vegetation temperatures and fluxes. Non-physical solutions, such as daytime condensation at the soil surface 

(i.e., LES < 0), can be obtained under conditions of moisture deficiency. This happens because LEC is overestimated in these 20 

cases by the Priestley–Taylor parameterization, which describes potential transpiration. The higher LEC leads to a cooler TC 

and TS must be accordingly larger to satisfy Eq. (7). This drives HS higher, and the residual LES from Eq. (12) can become   

negative. If this condition is encountered by the TSEB scheme, PTC is iteratively reduced until LES ~ 0 (expected for a dry 

soil/substrate surface).  However there are instances where the vegetation is not transpiring at the potential rate but is not 

stressed due to its adaption to water and climate conditions (Agam et al., 2010) or the fact that not all the vegetation is green 25 

or actively transpiring (Guzinski et al., 2013) (a thorough discussion of conditions that force a reduction in PTC, can be also 

found in Anderson et al. (2005) and Li et al. (2005)).  

The latent heat flux from the soil surface is solved as a residual in the energy balance equation: 

𝐿𝐸𝑆 = 𝑅𝑁𝑆 − 𝐺 − 𝐻𝑆,            (1112) 
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with G estimated as a fraction of the net radiation at the soil surface (cG): 

𝐺 = 𝑐𝐺𝑅𝑁𝑆,             (1213) 

From midmorning to midday period, when daytime TIR satellite imagery is typically acquired, the value of cG can be 

typically assumed to be constant (Kustas and Daughtry, 1990;Santanello and Friedl, 2003). In this case, a typical value of 

~0.3 can be assumed for cG based on experimental data from several sources (Daughtry et al., 1990). However, cG value 5 

varies with soil type and moisture conditions as well as time, due to the phase shift between G and RNS over a diurnal cycle 

(Santanello and Friedl, 2003). 

3 TSEB formulation refinements for Arctic tundra 

3.1 Downwelling longwave radiation estimation: effective atmospheric emissivity for all sky conditions 

The original TSEB formulation estimates the downwelling longwave radiation component of RN using the effective 10 

atmospheric emissivity () method described in Brutsaert (1975) for clear sky conditions: 

𝜀 = 𝐶(𝑒/𝑇𝐴)1/7,             (1314) 

where e is the water pressure in millibars and TA in K and C is 1.24 as in the original Brutsaert (1975) formulation. However, 

in this study TSEB is applied for all sky conditions, including clear sky, partially cloudy and overcast conditions. To 

estimate  for all sky conditions Crawford and Duchon (1999) proposed a methodology that incorporated the Brutsaert 15 

(1975) clear-sky parameterization and the Deardorff (1978) cloudiness correction using a simple cloud modification 

introducing a cloud fraction term (clf) according to the following equation:  

𝜀 = {𝑐𝑙𝑓 + (1 − 𝑐𝑙𝑓)[𝐶(𝑒/𝑇𝐴)1/7]} ,         (1415) 

The clf is defined as: 

𝑐𝑙𝑓 = 1 − 𝑠,             (1516) 20 

where s is the ratio of the measured solar irradiance to the clear-sky irradiance. Shortwave clear-sky irradiance used in Eq. 

(1516) may be obtained through the methodology proposed by Pons and Ninyerola (2008), where incident clear-sky 

irradiance is calculated through a digital elevation model at a specific point during a particular day of the year taking into 

account the position of the Sun, the angles of incidence, the projected shadows, the atmospheric extinction and the distance 

from the Earth to the Sun.  25 

For Arctic areas, Jin et al. (2006) suggested an improved formulation of C for clear sky conditions that can also be applied in 

Eq. (1415) for all sky conditions, defined as: 

𝐶 = 0.0003(𝑇𝐴 − 273.16)2 − 0.0079(𝑇𝐴 − 273.16) + 1.2983,      (1617) 
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In order to evaluate if the Jin et al. (2006) method offered more accurate estimates of  for Arctic conditions, this method 

was compared to Brutsaert (1975) formulation used in TSEB, in both cases for all sky conditions using Eq. (1415). 

3.2 SoilRefinements in soil heat flux parameterization: cG coefficient and definition of a new coefficient based on 

TRAD: cG coefficient 

Currently there are several methodologies that allow estimating soil heat flux from tenths of centimetres to meters in depth in 5 

the Arctic tundra by using modelling or instrumentation at several depths (Lynch et al., 1999;Ekici et al., 2015;Jiang et al., 

2015;Romanovsky et al., 1997;Yao et al., 2011;Zhuang et al., 2001;Hinzman et al., 1998). However, in this study a simple 

approach based on the relationship between G and RN (Eq. (12)) was used to estimate the soil heat flux in the near-surface 

soil layer (around 10 cm depth). This approach has less complexity and requires less input data than the methods mentioned 

above and allows estimating G at regional scales. 10 

In the Arctic tundra the propagation of the thawing front in the soil active layer consumes a large proportion (around 18%) of 

the energy input from the positive net radiation (Boike et al., 2008a; Rouse, 1985). Moreover, the presence of permafrost in 

tundra areas may contribute to the large tundra soil heat flux by creating a strong thermal gradient between the ground 

surface and depth, offsetting the influence of the highly insulative moss cover which would otherwise have been expected to 

reduce soil heat flux (Beringer et al., 2005; Blok et al., 2011).(Myers-Smith et al., 2011; Sturm et al., 2001). Therefore, 15 

previous formulations of soil heat flux used in TSEB applications, mainly representative of cropped and sparse-vegetated 

areas, in the U.S., need to be adjusted and validated for Arctic tundra.  

In past TSEB applications, and according toCurrently there are several methodologies that allow estimating soil heat flux 

from tenths of centimetres to meters in depth in the Arctic tundra by using modelling or instrumentation at several depths 

(Lynch et al., 1999; Ekici et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015; Romanovsky et al., 1997; Yao et al., 2011; Zhuang et al., 2001; 20 

Hinzman et al., 1998). However, in this study a simple approach based on the relationship between G and RNS (Eq. (13)) was 

used to estimate the soil heat flux in the near-surface soil layer (around 10 cm depth). This approach has less complexity and 

requires less input data than the methods mentioned above and allows estimating G at regional scales. 

 In early TSEB implementation, a constant value of cG value around 0.3 was used to estimate G for the midmorning to 

midday period (Eq. (13) based on findings by  Kustas and Daughtry (1990) for U.S. study sites.  Kustas and Daughtry (1990) 25 

and Santanello and Friedl (2003), while a constant value of cG value around 0.3 can be reasonably used to estimate G for the 

midmorning to midday period (Eq. (12)),. However, this assumption can result in significant errors if applied out of this time 

range. For diurnal hourly timescales, Kustas et al. (1998), developed a method to estimate cG based on time differences with 

the local solar noon quantified by a non-dimensional time parameter, although. Although this approach does not consider the 

phase shift between G and RNS over a diurnal cycle. However, a phase shift was included in the model proposed by 30 

Santanello and Friedl (2003) in the following form: 

𝑐𝐺 = 𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑠[2𝜋(𝑡 + 𝑆)/𝐵] ,                          (1718) 
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where A represents the maximum value of cG, B is chosen to minimize the deviation of cG from Eq. (1213), t is time in 

seconds relative to solar noon and S is the phase shift between G and RNS in seconds. Values fitted for A, S and B resulted in 

values ofwere 0.31, 10 800 and 74 000, respectively. 

Although cG values for Arctic tundra were not found in the literature, several studies present (Beringer et al., 2005; Eugster 

et al., 2005; Boike et al., 2008b; Eaton et al., 2001; Eugster et al., 2000; Kodama et al., 2007; Langer et al., 2011; Soegaard 5 

et al., 2001; Westermann et al., 2009; Mendez et al., 1998; Lund et al., 2014) the relationship between RNRNS and G during 

the summer months in similar tundra areas. Based onAccording to these studies, a mean value of 0.14, as a maximum value 

of cG in Eq. (1718), can be derived from different analyses of RNRNS and G over the Arctic tundra (Beringer et al., 

2005;Eugster et al., 2005;Boike et al., 2008b; Eaton et al., 2001;Eugster et al., 2000;Kodama et al., 2007;Langer et al., 

2011;Soegaard et al., 2001;Westermann et al., 2009;Mendez et al., 1998;Lund et al., 2014).. 10 

An alternative parameterization for G suggested by Santanello and Friedl (2003) for several types of soils with crops, and by 

Jacobsen and Hansen (1999) for Arctic tundra, that links the soil heat flux to the diurnal variations in surface radiometric 

temperature. This approach can also be applied for Arctic tundra as follows: 

𝐺 = 𝑐𝑇𝐺𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐷 ,                            (1819) 

where cTG is a coefficient that represents the relationship between the diurnal variation of TRAD and G. For diurnal hourly 15 

timescales, cTG can be also estimated using the phase shift proposed in Eq. (17)18); where, in this case, S is the phase shift 

between G and TRAD in seconds. This new approach avoids using RNS, which is more difficult to define in tundra systems 

given the influence of the surface organicmoss layer above the mineral soil. Moreover, A, S and B in Eq. (1718) can be fitted 

by using direct measurements of TRAD from thermal field sensors, commonly available on flux towers (pyrgeometer), or 

thermal data from geostationary or polar satellites.  20 

Thus, to evaluate soil heat flux for diurnal hourly timescales, the approaches of Kustas et al. (1998) and Santanello and 

Friedl (2003) approaches were compared using the original cG value of 0.30 and a new value for Arctic tundra of 0.14, both 

as maximum values of cG in Eq. (17). The(18). A, B and S values for the new cTG approach was alsowere fitted and tested 

using an extended evaluation dataset and then compared to these radiation-based methods.1 (see section 4.2.1 ). 

3.3 Priestley-Taylor coefficient 25 

In the original TSEB formulation, the Priestley-Taylor approach for the canopy component of LE is used. In this case PTC is 

normally set to an initial value of 1.26 for the general conditions tested during the growing season in rangelands and 

croplands. For stressed canopies, TSEB internally modifies PTC to yield reasonable partitioning between LEC and LES.  

As with the cG coefficient, specific PTC values for tundra were not found in the literature. Alternatively, measurements of 

bulk (soil+canopy) for Arctic tundra systems are available (Beringer et al., 2005;Eaton et al., 2001;Eugster et al., 30 
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2005;Engstrom et al., 2002;Mendez et al., 1998;Lund et al., 2014) suggesting a mean value of around 0.92. This bulk value 

might suggest that PTC could also be lower for summer Alaska tundra conditions. For natural vegetation, Agam et al. (2010) 

also suggested that a lower PTC value might yield better results. Therefore, for modelling purposes two different values of 

PTC values, 0.92 and 1.26, were applied to evaluate which nominal PTC input to TSEB was more appropriate for Arctic 

tundra. 5 

4 Study area and data description 

4.1 Study area 

To refine and evaluate the TSEB model for Alaska’s Arctic tundra summer conditions, three eddy covariance flux towers 

(referred to as Fen, Tussock and Heath; see Fig. 1) were selected. These are located across the Imnavait Watershed (~904 m 

a.s.l.) with eddy covariance and associated meteorological data collection beginning in 2007 (Euskirchen et al., 2012; Kade 10 

et al., 2012). A brief description of instrumentation at the tower sites is provided in Table 2.  

The Fen tower, located at the valley bottom in a wet sedge ecosystem, includes Eriophorum angustifolium and dwarf shrubs 

such as Betula nana and Salix spp and vegetation types around the tower are comprised of 52% wet sedge, and 47% tussock 

tundra. The Tussock tower, located at the midslope in a moist acidic tussock tundra ecosystem, is dominated by the tussock-

forming sedge Eriophorum vaginatum, Sphagnum spp., and dwarf shrubs such as Betula nana and Salix spp. In this case, 15 

vegetation types around the flux tower are 95% tussock tundra. The Heath tower sits atop a broad dry ridge at the top edge of 

the eastern watershed boundary in a heath tundra ecosystem dominated by Dryas spp, lichen, and dwarf shrubs and lichen. 

The vegetation here is 20% heath, but also included 72% tussock tundra, with the balance made of up of sedge meadow and 

bare soil. Further detailed information about the study is provided in Euskirchen et al. (2012). and Trochim et al. (2015). 

4.2 Model inputs and evaluation dataset:datasets  20 

4.2.1 Micrometeorological input data and vegetation-based measurements 

Data incorporated in this study spanned from May to September 2008 to 2012. These included eddy covariance data for 

latent and sensible collected at 10 Hz and processed to 30-minute means (described below) as well as meteorological data 

collected at 30-minute intervals (Table 1 and Table 2). These data, from under all sky conditions, were used to refine and 

evaluate the model performance (Table 1). This dataset was considered to be representative of the short Arctic tundra 25 

vegetative cycle from early growing to senescence as well as to capture inter- and intra-annual vegetation dynamics.  

Meteorological input for TSEB include wind speed, air temperature, vapour pressure, atmospheric pressure, longwave 

incoming radiation and solar radiation, all of which were collected at the three measurement sites (see Table 1 and 2). The 
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surface radiometric temperature TRAD inputs were obtained from the pyrgeometer sensor at the Tussock station and from 

infrared radiometer sensors at both Fen and Heath stations.  

4.2.2 Vegetation properties 

In addition, TSEB also requires estimates of LAI and the fraction of vegetation that is green to specify fC in Eq. (2).) and to 

estimate LEC in Eq. (10). While, in situ measurements of LAI were not available at the tower sites, the for the length of this 5 

study, the 500 m combined Terra/Aqua MODIS LAI4-day Leaf Area Index product (MOD15MCD15A3H) was available for 

the study area. This product has been successfully applied in other applications of the TSEB (Guzinski et al., 2013) where 

sites are considered homogeneous over several kilometres, and serve here as a proxy for local observations. , selecting the 

best estimates through the LAI product quality flags. The fraction of vegetation that is green (fG) in Eq. (10) was set equal to 

the ratio of the fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) by the green vegetation and the fraction of 10 

PAR intercepted by the total vegetation cover (Guzinski et al., 2013) using the incoming and outgoing PAR from the flux 

stations. The fraction of vegetation that is green (fG) in Eq. (10) was estimated using NDVI and EVI from MODIS imagery 

using the daily 250 m reflectance product (MOD09GQ), and using the blue band in the daily 500 m reflectance product 500 

m (MOD09GA) to correct for residual atmospheric effects, with negligible spatial artifacts. Because of MODIS time series 

contains occasional lower quality data, gaps from persistent clouds, cloud contamination, and other gaps (Gao et al., 2008), a 15 

program for analysing time series of remote sensing imagery, TIMESAT (Jönsson and Eklundh, 2004) was used to produce 

temporally smoothed NDVI, EVI and LAI by selecting the best estimates through these products quality flags. Gao et al. 

(2008) found a good agreement with field measurements when smoothing MODIS LAI data using this distribution and 

several weights (w) based on the product quality flags (w = 1.0 for LAI retrievals from the radiative-transfer model (high 

quality) or for LAI retrieval that reaches saturation, w = 0.25 for retrievals from an empirical model and w = 0.0 for all 20 

invalid and fill values). Beck et al. (2006) also reported that an asymmetric Gaussian distribution was appropriate for 

describing vegetation dynamics using NDVI at high latitudes and and several weights (w) based on the product quality flags 

(highest quality/clear, mixed and cloudy were assigned weights of 1, 0.5 and 0, respectively). For NDVI, EVI and LAI time 

series smoothing, the weights and quality flags proposed by Beck et al. (2006) and Gao et al. (2008) and were used. 

Vegetation height, used to define roughness parameters dO and zOM, was assigned based on measurements made in the 25 

vicinity of the flux towers (Kade et al., 2012) and the clumping factor was set to 1 for all sites based on the knowledge that 

Arctic tundra has a variable organicmoss layer with little bare ground. Variability regarding these inputs for the studied 

periods is shown in Table 1. Moreover, to ensure that only snow-free periods were analysed, Terra/Aqua MODIS snow 

cover products (MOD10A1 and MYD10A1) were used to screen days with snow cover at the beginning and end of the 

growing season. Future work will extend these analyses to periods with snow cover using a snow-adapted form of the TSEB 30 

(Kongoli et al., 2014). 
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4.2.3 Micrometeorological flux data for model evaluation 

The eddy covariance data used in TSEB evaluation, including latent and sensible heat, were processed to account for 

changeswith EddyPro® (2004) software. Changes in mass flow caused by changes in air density (Webb et al., 1980). 

Corrections, corrections for frequency attenuation of eddy covariance fluxes following Massman (2000) and Rannik (2001) 

and storage corrections for calm periods (friction velocity (u*) was less than 0.1 m s
-1

 suggested by Rocha and Shaver (2011) 5 

were also applied) were accounted for. The automatic gain control (AGC) value (which represents optical impedance by 

precipitation) was computed for the IRGA and used as a QA/QC variable for both flux and radiation data, with 60 as the 

maximum threshold value (LI-COR 2004). Rejection angles of 10° were also used when the eddy covariance instruments 

were downwind of a tower to remove flow distortions. In addition, corrections for stationarity, lags, step-change, among 

others, were performed by the flux processing software (for further information on micrometeorological data processing see 10 

Euskirchen et al. (2012))) and http://aon.iab.uaf.edu/data_info). Once the data were processed, they were filtered using 

quality flag values from the instrumentation to To select the best data available. , the above criteria were used to flag the 

micrometeorological dataset, and no gap-filled data were used.  

In addition, soil heat flux plate measurements were corrected to account for soil heat storage above the plate according to the 

calorimetric methodology ofproposed by Domingo et al. (2000) and Lund et al. (2014) using existing field measurements of 15 

soil bulk density for each site (758 kg·m
-3

, 989 kg·m
-3 

and 1038 kg·m
-3 

for Fen, Tussock and Heath flux stations, 

respectively). The final subset for evaluating the TSEB model was selected by imposing three criteria, identifying periods 

where), soil moisture from the water content reflectometer and thermocouple averaging soil temperature probes (TCAV) 

placed at two depths in the soil (see Table 2).   

To evaluate the new cTG approach, a total of 41068 half-hourly timesteps of TRAD and G from 4 to 21 hours local solar time 20 

were selected (11593, 14454 and 15021 for Fen, Tussock and Heath flux stations, respectively). Coefficients A, B and S were 

fitted using 60% of all available data (fitting subset) aggregated in 30 min timesteps for the whole summer period. The 

remaining 40% of the data were reserved for model testing (test subset) (see Table 4 for flux stations distribution). To 

evaluate the TSEB model, including G retrieve from Kustas et al. (1998) and Santanello and Friedl (2003) approaches, a 

total of 5178 half-hourly timesteps (1558, 1273 and 2347 for Fen, Tussock and Heath flux stations, respectively) was subset 25 

from the previous selection by imposing three criteria: a) energy closure at the half-hourly timescale exceeded 70%, b) RN 

was higher than 100 W·m
-2

 in order to ensure daylight conditions, and c) no precipitation present.  

5 Accuracy and error estimation 

The performance of the TSEB model and possible refinements for Arctic tundra was evaluated using the coefficient of 

determination (R
2
); the root mean square error (RMSE), the mean bias error (MBE), the mean absolute difference (MAD) 30 

and the mean absolute percent difference (MAPD), from Eq. (1920) to Eq. (2324), respectively. 
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𝑛
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100

�̅�
(

∑ |𝑒𝑖−𝑜𝑖|𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
),            (2324) 

where ei refers to the estimated value of the variable in question (RN, H, LE or G), oi is the observed value (in situ 

measurement provided by the flux station), n is the number of data points, and �̅� and �̅�are the average of the oi and ei 

values, respectively. 10 

6 Results and discussion 

6.1 Soil heat flux estimation 

Both the Kustas et al., (1998),; K98,) and the Santanello and Friedl (2003),; SF03,) soil heat flux models used to estimate G 

at the study sites yielded high errors when a value of cG = 0.3 was used, with MAPD ranging from 90% to 159%, with%.  In 

this case, the SF03 approach providingprovided better results (Table 3). It is important to note that G is a relatively small 15 

term with a maximum value on the order of 50 W·m
-2

. Both models generally overestimated G with a MBE from 3 W·m
-2 

to 

40 W·m
-2

, with the SF03 model generating lower biases. Results improved when a cG value of 0.14 was used with MAPD 

ranging from 48% to 76% and with lower RMSE values from 15 W·m
-2

 to 21 W·m
-2 

and
 
MBE from -4 W·m

-2
 to -14 W·m

-2
. 

With the lower value of cG, the K98 approach provided better results (Table 3). 

Similar to the original cG, cTG can be also estimated using the Santanello and Friedl (2003) method in Eq. (1718). Mean 20 

diurnal profiles in TRAD and G, averaged over all tundra study sites, are shown in Fig. (see section 4.2 demonstrating the 

observed relationshipsand Table 3) showed a phase shift between these variables. (Fig. 2). The mean G value for the summer 

period peaked around 15:00 local solar time, with a phase shift around 4 hours after the maximum TRAD at noon. Coefficients 

A, B and S were fitted using 60% of all available data, from 4 to 21 hours local solar time, with no restriction of balance 
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closure, and the remaining 40% of the data were reserved for model testing. Using TRAD and G observations at half-hourly 

timesteps from the fitting subset, diurnal cTG curves were derived for the growing season for each of the tower sites, showing 

reasonable agreement (Fig. 3). A fit to the mean curve yielded parameter values of S = -14 400 seconds, A = 1.55 and B = 

160 000 s. As in the case of Santanello and Friedl (2003), a B variation of ± 15 000 s had no significant influence on the 

results. Statistical comparisons between observed fluxes from the test subset and simulations using the fitted parameters 5 

show good agreement and negligible bias (Table 4), with R
2
, MAPD, RMSE and MBE values of 0.68, 37%, 6 W·m

-2
 and 0 

W·m
-2

, respectively. In addition, the new model was also evaluated using the same flux subset used in Table 3 to assess the 

K98 and SF03 configurations, demonstrating improved performance with roughly half the MAPD than K98 and SF03 

configurations (Table 4). 

 To assess typical performance in a remote sensing application this new parameterization should be tested with satellite 10 

retrievals of TRAD; theThe performance of the G parameterization for Arctic tundra reported here is comparable or superior to 

previous studies reported in the literature using the Santanello and Friedl (2003) or Kustas et al. (1998) appoaches for other 

ecosystems. In shrub-grass dominated areas and boreal forest several studies (Anderson et al., 2008;; Kustas et al., 1998;; Li 

et al., 2008;; Sánchez et al., 2009;; Timmermans et al., 2007) reported MAPD and RMSE values ranging from 19% to 59% 

and from 15 W·m
-2

 to 35 W·m
-2

, respectively. Studies in corn and soybean crops (Anderson et al., 2005;; Choi et al., 2009;; 15 

Li et al., 2005;; Santanello and Friedl, 2003) reported MAPD and RMSE values ranging from 19% to 34% and from 10 

W·m
-2

 to 41 W·m
-2

, respectively.  

6.2 Net radiation estimation 

Effective atmospheric emissivity estimated using the Brutsaert (1975) and Jin et al. (2006) methodologies yielded similar 

errors in simulated downwelling longwave radiation results, with a R
2
 of 0.58 and a RMSE aroundof 26 W·m

-2
 and 27 W·m

-
20 

2
, respectively. The C coefficient computed through Jin et al. (2006) yielded a value of 1.25 ±0.009, very close to Brutsaert 

(1975) C value of 1.24. This suggests that the simpler Brutsaert (1975) C coefficient can be used efficiently to model 

effective atmospheric emissivity in all sky conditions when combined with Crawford and Duchon (1999) and Pons and 

Ninyerola (2008) methods for summer Arctic tundra. 

Estimated RN for all sky condition yielded strong agreement with observed values for all flux towers (see Fig. 4 and Table 5) 25 

with a mean R
2
, MAPD, MAD, RMSE of 0.99, 7%, 18 W·m

-2
, 23 W·m

-2
, with a tendency to overestimate RN with a MBE of 

7 W·m
-2

. In terms of RMSE and MAPD, all study sites behaved similarly (see Fig. 4). These results are in line with previous 

TSEB model applications for other cover types and clear sky conditions where a MAPD of around 5% was reported 

(Anderson et al., 2008;; Li et al., 2005;; Anderson et al., 2005;; Kustas and Norman, 1999;; Guzinski et al., 2013;; Li et al., 

2008;; Anderson et al., 2000). This suggest that RN estimation using this methodology scheme can be used to obtain reliable 30 

estimates of RNapplied regionally under summer all sky conditions in Arctic tundra and can be applied regionally when a 
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source of solar radiation (METEOSAT or GOES, Cristóbal and Anderson (2013),), air temperature (Cristóbal et al., 2008) 

and TRAD (MODIS Land Surface Temperature and emissivity product) are available. 

6.3 Latent and sensible heat fluxes estimation 

The average energy balance closure using half-hour periods for the evaluation subsetdataset was 88% which is in agreement 

with the average closure of 90% for these flux stations, (Euskirchen et al., 2012). Lack of closure may be explained by 5 

instrument and methodological uncertainties, insufficient estimation of storage terms, unmeasured advective fluxes, 

landscape scale heterogeneity or instrument spatial representativeness, among others (Lund et al., 2014;; Stoy et al., 2013;; 

Foken et al., 2011;; Foken, 2008;; Wilson et al., 2002). While, currently, there is no uniform answer how to deal with non-

closure of the energy balance in eddy covariance datasets, and methods for analysing the reasons for the lack of closure are 

still under discussion (Foken et al., 2011). More recently there is evidence that non-orthogonal sonics underestimate vertical 10 

velocity causing under-measurement of H and LE on the order of 10%.,% (Kochendorfer et al., 2012; Frank et al., 2013)), 

although this is still being debated (Kochendorfer et al., 2013). In the current study, a distribution of residual according to the 

Bowen ratio (BR) method was applied as suggested by Twine et al. (2000) and Foken (2008). In addition, LE was 

recalculated as the residual (RES) of the surface energy budget used in previous TSEB evaluations (Li et al., 2008); and both 

closure methods were then used to evaluate TSEB output.  15 

Latent (LE) and sensible (H) heat estimated through both the new proposed soil heat flux methodology and the all sky RN 

methodology scheme, yielded reasonable agreement with observed data using both closure methods (Bowen ratio (BR) and 

residual (RES)) at half-hourly timesteps for both PTC parameterizations of 0.92 and 1.26 (see Table 5 and 6 and Fig. 4 and 

5),;), although PTC = 0.92 yielded marginally lower errors for the turbulent fluxes of H and LE. Relative errors (MAPD) 

were 3430 and 2725% for LERES and H, respectively, for all combined sites using PTC = 0.92, and 4033 and 3327% using the 20 

standard value of PTC = 1.26. Results with LEBR and HBR using PTC = 0.92 yielded MAPD of 4235 and 3630%, 

respectively, while using PTC = 1.26 yielded and 4540 and 4236%, respectively. 

A slight improvement in H and LE estimates using PTC ~ 0.9 also agrees with Agam et al. (2010) who also found better 

results with lower PTC for natural vegetation in water limited environments. Nevertheless, since the mean RMSE for all 

fluxes and for all parameterizations and sites was around 50 W·m
-2 

(Table 5 and 6), which is commensurate with errors 25 

typically reported in other surface energy balance studies (Kalma et al., 2008), these results suggest that a generalized PTC 

value of 1.26 in global TSEB applications may adequately reproduce energy fluxes in Arctic tundra during the growing 

season, from leaf-out until senescence, while also capturing inter- and intra-annual dynamics. However, biases in regional 

applications may be reduced by using a landcoverland cover class-dependent value of PTC. 

Currently, there is limited research published on application of energy balance models to estimate energy fluxes for Arctic 30 

tundra. Mu et al. (2009) reported year-round errors from 20% to 40% in two Arctic tundra sites in Barrow (Alaska, USA) at 
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daily periods based on a modified aerodynamic resistance–surface energy balance model where the required surface 

conductance is estimated from remotely-sensed LAI based on Cleugh et al. (2007) formulation. TSEB results, however, were 

evaluated with half-hourly data in summer conditions and, although they cannot be directly compared with results in this 

previous study, they show similar errors. As in the case of RN, LE and H results are also in line with previous works for other 

cover types using in situ data as input to TSEB (Anderson et al., 2000;; Anderson et al., 2008;; Li et al., 2005).  5 

6.4 Seasonal dynamics of surface energy fluxes and energy partitioning 

In general, monthly estimation of surface energy fluxes showed a good agreement with observations during the growing 

season. Because the model yielded similar results with both PTC parameterizations of 0.92 and 1.26, this section only shows 

the seasonal dynamics with PTC of 0.92. Estimated RN yielded a low MAPD around 6%, increasing up to 12% at the end of 

the growing season (Table 7 and Fig. 6). The proposed new method to estimate G yielded better MAPD results from June to 10 

August which coincides with the peak of the growing season in July. A similar pattern was found for LE and H, where the 

best MAPD results occurred also in the middle of the growing season (June and July). MAPD for LE, H and G tended to be 

higher in May and September; thus coinciding with earlier plant growth or the senesce periods, respectively. MODIS LAI 

product, used to estimate the fractional vegetation cover to partition soil and canopy temperatures, performed as a good 

proxy to capture inter- and intra-annual vegetation dynamics, performing well for the Arctic tundra and suggesting utility for 15 

regional applications (Fig. 7). However, fG computed using PAR data did not show the same behaviour. While LAI captured 

seasonal vegetation dynamics, with mean values ranging from 0.7 to 1.7 m
2
·m

-2
, fG remained almost constant around 0.9, 

even at the early plant growth or the senesce periods. The presence of a variable organic layer, mainly composed of mosses 

and lichens that remain green through all the season, might have masked the actual vegetation dynamics (Fig. 7). In addition, 

mosses may exert strong controls on understory water and heat fluxes in Arctic tundra ecosystems (Blok et al., 2011). The 20 

main effect over the model was to overestimate LE and underestimate H, yielding lower agreement with observed data in 

May and September. Guzinski et al. (2013) suggested a methodology based on EVI and NDVI indices successfully applied 

to adjust fG in crops, grasslands and forests; however, further research is needed to apply such methods for the Arctic 

tundra.MODIS LAI product, used to estimate the fractional vegetation cover (Eq. 3) to partition soil and canopy 

temperatures, performed as a good proxy to capture inter- and intra-annual vegetation dynamics (Fig. 7). Mean seasonal 25 

MODIS LAI from May to September for all flux stations was 1.2± 0.5 m
2
·m

-2
. In previous studies close to the study area, 

Toolik Lake, and Imnaviat Creek (Shaver and Chapin, 1991; Shippert et al., 1995; Williams et al., 2001; Williams et al., 

2006) reported LAI field estimates ranging from 0.2 to 1.4 m
2
·m

-2 
for different tundra types around mid-July to mid-August, 

suggesting LAI overestimation from the MODIS product. Loranty et al. (2010) also reported LAI overestimation when using 

this product in similar tundra types, finding better agreement using a NDVI-LAI relationship (Shaver et al., 2007; Street et 30 

al., 2007), although the nonlinearity in the NDVI-LAI conversion is prone to averaging errors when scaled with remote 

sensing data (Stoy et al., 2009). Despite MODIS LAI overestimation, it performed well for the Arctic tundra suggesting 

utility for regional applications, although LAI-NDVI methods might be considered for future applications.  
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fG estimated through NDVI and EVI also captured inter- and intra-annual vegetation dynamics (Fig. 7), with a mean seasonal 

value from May to September for all flux stations of 0.82 ±0.7. From May to August (from beginning and almost to the end 

of the growing period), fG showed a good agreement with LAI dynamics. However, while fG showed a steady increase at the 

beginning of the growing season, it did not follow MODIS LAI dynamics in September. This caused the model to 

overestimate LE and underestimate H during this time period, degrading agreement with observed data. The 5 

underperformance of the fG methods near the end of the growing season might be related to the presence of a variable moss 

layer, which can exert strong controls on understory water and heat fluxes in Arctic tundra ecosystems (Blok et al., 2011) 

and may have masked the actual vegetation dynamics (Fig. 7).  Further research is needed to confirm this hypothesis. The 

pattern of daily estimated surface energy fluxes also compared well to observed fluxes for all sky conditions. As an example, 

time series of modelled and measured surface energy fluxes are segmented in Fig. 8 for the Heath flux station, with each 10 

diurnal segment representing flux data averaged by hour over 5-day intervals from 2008 to 2012. Observed and estimated RN 

exhibited an excellent agreement showing almost the same daily temporal pattern for the full growing season while LE, H 

and G yielded a good daily agreement being underestimated in May and September, especially in the case of LE.  

In terms of observed (o) and estimated (e) mean season energy flux partitioning, LEo/RNo, Ho/RNo and Go/RNo yielded mean 

values of 0.55, 0.37 and 0.08, respectively; and LEe /RNe, He/RNe and Ge/RNe yielded mean values of 0.58, 0.34 and 0.08, 15 

respectively (Fig. 9). Observed and estimated Bowen ratio () yielded mean values of 0.5060 and 0.67, respectively. In all 

cases, observed and estimated results are in line with previous studies in thefor Arctic tundra (Lynch et al., 1999;; Eugster et 

al., 2000). It is worth noting that the difference between observed and estimated values of LE/RN, H/RN partitions was only 

around 3% and for G/RN was almost negligible. From June to August, mean absolute difference values between observed 

and estimated values for LE/RN, H/RN were around 4%, increasing up to 2015% in September due to model over and 20 

underestimation, while G/RN difference was only less than 1%.  

These results suggest that the model is able to reproduce accurately temporal trends of energy partition in concert with 

tundra vegetation dynamics in the growing vegetation peak from June to August and could be used to monitor changes in 

surface energy fluxes concurrently with vegetation changedynamics. 

7 Conclusions and future work 25 

An extensive evaluation and refinements in Parameterizations for RN, G and PTC parameterizations of a used in the two-

source energy balance model (TSEB) to estimate surface energy fluxes in were evaluated and refined for applications in 

different tundra types in Alaska forover the full Arctic tundra growing season and its interannual dynamics from 2008 to 

2012 in all-sky conditions was successfully performed. Although there are limited studies that model . Results showed that 

TSEB may adequately reproduce energy fluxes in Arctic tundra surface energy fluxes, our results compared favourably to 30 

these studies conducted at similar sites. Aduring the growing season, from leaf-out until senescence. The modified TSEB 
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provided turbulent heat flux estimates with a mean RMSE value on the order of 50 W·m
-2

 in the turbulent heat fluxes is 

similar in magnitude to comparison with observations collected at three flux towers – commensurate with errors typically 

reported in other surface energy balance modelling studies and within the uncertainty in measured fluxes having 80-90% 

closure. studies. The all-sky RN estimation scheme applied in this work for all sky conditionstested here yielded similar 

results as errors to those from other studies for only clear sky conditions, showing its. This demonstrates potential for 5 

regional scale applications when reliable sources of solar radiation, air temperature and TRAD are available. The newA 

refined model, developed to estimate for soil heat flux (G)), based on the TS-soil temperature-G relationship, was 

validatedevaluated from the early growthgreen-up to senescence using data for multiple years (hardly found in the literature); 

results displayed superior performance yielding, and yielded errors half of the magnitude of the standard TSEB formulation 

based on the error of other models. Comparable error differences with both relationship between RNS and G. The TSEB PTC 10 

parameterizations of 0.92 and 1.26 were found, suggesting that the original TSEB PTC of 1.26 for large area modelling is 

acceptable and validparameterization for the estimating canopy transpiration (LEc)  was tested using the standard TSEB 

value of 1.26 and a value of 0.92 suggested in the literature for Arctic tundra. However, more research is needed to assess the 

influence of the organic layer on modelled results. The MODIS LAI product proved to be a reliable input for modelling 

energy fluxes in Arctic , and both parameterizations yield similar flux errors suggesting tundra in-specific values of PTC are 15 

not needed.  

In the absence of field data. Results also suggest thatin-situ measurements of LAI within the vicinity of the tower sites, the 

MODIS LAI product provided reasonable inputs for localized model testing. The model iswas able to reproduce accurately 

temporal trends of energy partitioning in concert with tundra vegetation dynamics in the peak growing season. Moreover, it 

also has potential to monitor changes in surface energy fluxes in Arctic tundra due to changes in vegetation composition 20 

(e.g., shrub encroachment) at regional scales using satellite remote sensing data.). This is particularly crucial in the Arctic 

where there is a sparse network of meteorological and flux observations Finally, further efforts will be focused on integrate 

more satellite data to apply.  Further research is needed regarding the model to the regional scale the daily energy flux 

integration by meansspecific role of the implementationmoss layer in modifying remote sensing estimates of green 

vegetation cover fraction and soil heat conduction within tundra ecosystems. 25 

Future work will incorporate the TSEB model refinements identified here for Arctic tundra into regional and global 

applications of the ALEXI/DisALEXI surface energy balance modelling system (Anderson et al., 2007; 2011), the dual-

temperature-difference scheme (Norman et al., 2000; Guzinski et al., 2013), along with data fusion techniques (Cammalleri 

et al., 2013; 2014) schemes using additional satellite data such as Landsat, Terra/Aqua MODIS or NOAA AVHRR. Model 

performance within a fully satellite-based remote sensing framework will be compared to the local evaluations reported here 30 

at these tundra flux sites.  In addition, the diagnostic assessments of ET and surface energy fluxes will be compared with 

regional output from process-based prognostic land-surface models to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of 

both types of modelling systems. 
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Figure 1: Location of the Fen, Tussock and Heath flux towers at Imnavait watershed. Right panel map is in UTM-6N NAD83 with 

coordinates in km. 

 5 

  

Figure 2. Mean daytime cycle for G and TRAD in the study area computed using all data available from the Fen, Tussock and 

Heath flux towers from 2008 to 2012. 
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Figure 3. Time series of modeled cTG and observed cTG values from the Fen, Tussock and Heath flux stations as well as mean 

values for summer conditions. (bars represent standard deviation of the mean)  
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Figure 4. Comparison of modeled vs. observed (using LE from residual closure) half-hourly surface fluxes using PTC of 0.92. The 

1:1 line represents perfect agreement with observations. 5 
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Figure 5. Comparison of modeled vs. observed (using LE from residual closure) half-hourly surface fluxes using PTC of 1.26. The 

1:1 line represents perfect agreement with observations. 5 
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Figure 6. Comparison of modeled vs. observed (using LE from residual closure) half-hourly surface fluxes by month using PTC of 

0.92 and G estimated by the new model. The 1:1 line represents perfect agreement with observations. 

 

 

Figure 7. Mean MODIS LAI and fraction of green vegetation (fG) temporal dynamics for all flux stations from 2008 to 2012 5 
averaged by 8-day intervals. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of hourly flux tower RN, LE, H and G observations (using LE from residual closure) (o) (from 6 to 21 hours 

local solar time) at the Heath flux tower with model estimates (e) using PTC of 0.92. Each diurnal segment represents flux data 

averaged by hour over 5-day intervals from 2008 to 2012. 
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Figure 9. Monthly mean observed (o) and estimated (e) energy partitioning (LE/RN, H/RN and G/RN) and Bowen ratio ( for all 

flux stations from 2008 to 2012 using PTC of 0.92. LE observed values computed using the residual closure method. 
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Flux station name Fen Tussock Heath 

Coordinates (lat, long - WGS84) 68.606, -149.311 68.606, -149.304 68.607, -149.296 

Period (Year|Day of Year) 

 

  

2008|194-252 2009|194-253 2008|194-252 

2010|142-262 2010|142-262 2009|159-253 

2011|217-262 2012|156-226 2010|143-262 

2012|153-264  2011|147-262 

  2012|156-226 

TSEB inputs Symbol Units       

Wind speed u m s
-1

 3.3 ± 1.7 3.4 ± 1.4 3.4 ± 1.4 

Air temperature Ta °C 11.6 ± 3.5 12.8 ± 3.8 12.8 ± 3.8 

Vapor pressure ea kPa 0.9 ± 0.2 1 ± 0.3 1 ± 0.3 

Atmospheric pressure P kPa 92 ± 0.2 90 ± 0.6 90 ± 0.6 

Solar radiation Sd W·m
-2

 432 ± 121 503 ± 149 503 ± 149 

LongwaveincomingLongwave 

incoming radiation 

Ld W·m
-2

 261 ± 37 245 ± 34 245 ± 34 

Surface temperature Ts K 288 ± 4 290 ± 5 290 ± 6 

Leaf area index (MODIS) LAI m
2
·m

-2
 1.15 ± 0.32 1.28 ± 0.42 1.25 ± 0.4 

Canopy height hc m 0.4 0.4 0.4 

Clumping factor c  1 1 1 

Fraction of green vegetation fg  0.92 ± 0.01 0.9 ± 0.03 0.9 ± 0.03 

Table 1. Flux station name and location, period of model evaluation and list of inputs required by the TSEB. Average and 

standard deviation for the input values were computed for eachthe full period andof model evaluation for each site. 

Instrument Description Height/Depth(m) 

Campbell Sci. CSAT3 Three Dimensional Sonic Anemometer 2.18 - 3.18 

Licor LI-7500 Open Path Infrared Gas Analyzer (CO2 and H2O) 2.18 - 3.18 

Vaisalla HMP45C Temperature and Relative Humidity Probe 1.93 - 2.82 
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Hukseflux 

HFP0SCHFP01SC Self-calibrating Soil Heat Flux PlatePlates (four per site) 0.08 

Campbell Sci. TCAV 
Type E Thermocouple Averaging Soil Temperature 

ProbeProbes (two per site) 0.02-0.04 

Campbell Sci. CS616 Water Content ReflectometerReflectometers (two per site) 0.025 

Licor LI190SB PAR Sensor (incoming) 2 - 3.6 

Licor LI190SB PAR Sensor (outgoing) 2 

Met One Ins. 014A Wind Speed Sensor 1.5 - 2.26 

Kipp & Zonen CMA6 Pyranometer/Albedometer 2 

*Kipp & Zonen CNR4 Four components net Radiometer 2 

Kipp & Zonen NR-Lite Net radiation 2 

Apogee IRR-P InfraRed Radiometer Sensor 1.5 - 3 

Table 2. General overview of the Fen, Tussock and Heath flux sites instrumentation (more information available at: 

http://aon.iab.uaf.edu/imnavait). Apogee infrared radiometers were oriented 45º off-nadir at the three flux stations. Asterisk (*) 

means that this instrument is only available at the Tussock flux station. 

 

        SF03 K98 

  cG n   R2 RMSE MBE MAD MADP   R2 RMSE MBE MAD MADP 

Fen 
0.30 

1558 
  0.04 23 3 20 128   0.01 40 23 31 199 

0.14   0.04 15 -7 12 76   0.01 15 2 11 73 

Tussock 
0.30 

1273 
  0.18 23 3 18 78   0.05 39 21 32 138 

0.14   0.23 17 -11 12 53   0.05 15 -4 11 46 

Heath 
0.30 

2347 
  0.11 26 -5 20 96   0.10 34 14 26 125 

0.14 
 

0.14 21 -14 15 72   0.06 16 -5 10 48 

Total 
0.30 

5178 
  0.12 25 0 20 98   0.03 37 19 29 145 

0.14   0.10 18 -11 14 68   0.03 15 -3 11 53 

Table 3. Performance statistics for the soil heat flux estimation using Santanello and Friedl (2003), SF03, and Kustas et al. (1998), 5 
K98, methodologies and two values for the maximum cG value. RMSE, MBE and MAD are in W·m-2 and MADP in %.  

  Fit subset (60%) 
 

Test subset (40%) 
 

Flux subsetdataset 

  Fen Tussock Heath Total 
 

Fen Tussock Heath Total 
 

Fen Tussock Heath Total 

R2 0.89 0.99 0.99 0.99 
 

0.55 0.77 0.69 0.68 
 

0.27 0.56 0.49 0.44 

RMSE 3.9 1 1 1 
 

7 5 6 6 
 

9 5 7 7 

MBE 1.7 -0.2 -0.6 0.1 
 

0.6 -0.3 -0.3 0 
 

3.9 0.5 -0.3 1 

MAD 2.8 1 1 1 
 

5 4 5 4 
 

7 4 5 6 

MAPD 25 8 8 8 
 

49 28 38 37 
 

44 17 24 28 

n 8283 10332 10748 29363 
 

3310 4122 4273 11705 
 

1558 1273 2347 5178 

Table 4. Accuracy statistic for the new cTG approach for the fit, the test and the flux subset used for Table 3test. RMSE, MBE and 

MAD in W·m-2, MADP in % and n is number of half-hour intervals. 

   RN   

         n R2 RMSE MBE MAD MAPD   

       Fen 1558 0.99 23 8 18 7   

       

http://aon.iab.uaf.edu/imnavait
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Tussock 1273 0.99 25 12 19 7   

       Heath 2347 0.99 20 2 15 6   

       Total 5178 0.99 23 7 18 7   

         LEBR     LERE 

  n R2 RMSE MBE MAD MAPD     n R2 RMSE MBE MAD MAPD 

Fen 1558 0.76 5345 3525 4437 4230   Fen 1558 0.7574 4137 159 3329 3121 

Tussock 1273 0.6766 5952 4333 5043 4533   Tussock 1273 0.6968 5445 3224 4538 4026 

Heath 2347 0.65 4943 2215 3935 3828   Heath 2347 0.6768 4139 0-3 3231 3121 

Total 5178 0.7071 5346 3123 4338 4235   Total 5178 0.6869 4440 127 3532 3430 

  
H     HBR 

  n R2 RMSE MBE MAD MAPD     n R2 RMSE MBE MAD MAPD 

Fen 1558 0.66 3128 -126 2422 2523   Fen 1558 0.6869 4739 -

3224 

3731 3927 

Tussock 1273 0.65 3933 -

1812 

3126 2924   Tussock 1273 0.6667 5239 -

3522 

4029 3726 

Heath 2347 0.7271 3433 14 2726 2726   Heath 2347 0.72 4538 -

2114 

3430 3425 

Total 5178 0.67 3532 -73 2725 2725   Total 5178 0.6869 4639 -

2619 

3631 3630 

Table 5. Accuracy and error statistics from the comparison of modelled vs. observed surface fluxes using PTC of 0.92. n is the 

number of half-hour periods analysed. RMSE, MAD and MBE are in W·m-2 and MADP in %. Subscripts BR and RES are Bowen 

ratio and residual closure methods, respectively. 

  RN 

          n R
2
 RMSE MBE MAD MAPD 

        Fen 1558 0.99 23 8 18 7 

        Tussock 1273 0.99 25 12 19 7 

        Heath 2347 0.99 20 2 15 6 

        Total 5178 0.99 23 7 18 7 

        

  
LEBR 

 
    LERE 

  n R
2
 RMSE MBE MAD MAPD 

 
  n R

2
 RMSE MBE MAD MAPD 

Fen 1558 0.73 5852 4436 4943 4735 

 
Fen 1558 0.7776 4941 3020 4134 3924 

Tussock 1273 0.6564 6356 4840 5548 4737 

 
Tussock 1273 0.7170 6153 4036 4745 4231 

Heath 2347 0.6366 5548 3426 4640 4432 

 
Heath 2347 0.7071 4540 169 3632 3522 

Total 5178 0.66 5851 3832 4843 4540 

 

Total 5178 0.7170 5344 2819 4336 4033 

  
H 

   
HBR 

  n R
2
 RMSE MBE MAD MAPD 

 
  n R

2
 RMSE MBE MAD MAPD 

Fen 1558 0.6162 4033 -

2618 

3226 3327 

 

Fen 1558 0.6364 5246 -

4034 

4438 4533 

Tussock 1273 0.5960 4639 -

2924 

3431 3229 

 

Tussock 1273 0.6062 5443 -

3629 

4335 3928 

Heath 2347 0.67 3833 -138 3026 3026 

 

Heath 2347 0.6765 5043 -

3125 

4035 4028 

Total 5178 0.6264 4235 -

2215 

3328 3327 

 

Total 5178 0.64 5044 -

3429 

4036 4236 

Table 6. Accuracy and error statistics from the comparison of modelled vs. observed surface fluxes using PTC of 1.26. n is the 

number of half-hour periods analysed. RMSE, MAD and MBE are in W·m-2 and MADP in %. Subscripts BR and RES are Bowen 5 
ratio and residual closure methods, respectively. 

 

      RN   LE 



 

41 

 

 n   R2 RMSE MBE MAD 

MADPMAP

D   R2 RMSE MBE MAD 

MADPMAP

D 

May 227   0.99 24 7 19 7   0.767

8 

5446 3528 4538 3923 

June 1727   0.99 22 6 17 6   0.73 4640 1911 3732 3320 

July 1647   0.99 21 5 17 6   0.717

2 

4039 -37 31 2720 

August 1264   0.99 23 6 19 8   0.64 4137 107 3330 3724 

September 312   0.99 26 14 23 12   0.434

4 

5952 4539 5246 6945 

 

      H   G 

  n   R2 RMSE MBE MAD 

MADPMAP

D   R2 RMSE MBE MAD 

MADPMAP

D 

May 227   0.686

9 

4236 -2922 3429 3127   0.12 10 1 8 48 

June 1727   0.707

1 

3732 -136 2925 2320   0.45 7 0 6 26 

July 1647   0.72 3132 710 2425 2829   0.49 6 1 5 23 

August 1264   0.606

2 

3337 -87 2530 2824   0.40 7 3 6 34 

September 312   0.303

9 

4338 -3531 3732 4642   0.27 7 4 5 40 

Table 7. Mean monthly accuracy and error statistics from the comparison of modelled vs. observed surface fluxes (using LE from 

residual closure) using PTC of 0.92. n is the number of half-hour periods analysed. RMSE, MAD and MBE are in W·m-2 and 

MADP in %. 
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